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The Working Class in Britain Today
JamIe Woodcock

T

he aim of this short essay is to start a discussion around the shape of the working class today.
The intention is to outline the broad changes that have taken place, while suggesting how further research can move beyond analysis of large scale statistics - not discounting the necessity of
studies which interrogate such statistics further - to focus on the conditions of workers in the UK
today, and on the forms of resistance and organisation that can play a role in their transformation.
What do we mean by class?
provide important insights. A Marxist approach, by contrast, can allow us to move beyond statistics. Yet applying Marx’s theory of class to a contemporary analysis encounters another problem, namely, he ‘did not set out his conception of class in a systematic form’ (Bottomore, 1991:
er will know how Volume Three [of Capital] ends. A title: Classes. Forty lines, then silence.’ It
is therefore necessary to ‘reconstruct a coherent account of class from Marx’s writing’ (CallinClass (essentially a relationship) is the collective expression of the fact of exploitation, the way
in which exploitation is embodied in a social structure. By exploitation I mean the appropriation of
part of the product of the labour of others.
This understanding of class is based on it being ‘an objective relationship’ (Callinicos, 1989:
p6), unconcerned with subjective opinions, i.e., whether an individual considers himself to be in a
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also do not control the labour of others within production and do not control the use of their own
labour within the labour-process.’ This allows us to understand how a layer of workers, engaged in
supervisory or management tasks, occupy ‘objectively contradictory locations within class relations.’
A brief survey of the statistics
The census statistics provide a broad outline of employment by industry. The statistics include the total number of people who sell their labour, but also those who control the labour and the exploitation of others and, therefore, would not form part of the working class.
Workforce Jobs by Industry

1987

2012

Change

201,000

73,000

-128,000

212,000

115,000

-97,000

1,955,000

2,005,000

50,000

1,293,000 2,506,000
1,318,000 2,573,000
1,889,000 1,590,000

1,213,000
1,255,000
-299,000

598,000
716,000

278,000
85,000

876,000
801,000

details. Firstly, manufacturing is much more productive in 2012 than it was in 1987. Thus, although the
total number of people employed might have changed, the relative importance of the sector may not
1 stAtistiCs for 1987 And 2012 from thE “lAbour forCE survEy” (2013)
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have changed as much. Secondly, the categories themselves are far from homogenous. For example
the Skilled Trades Occupation category could include a variety of different class positions, covering
‘foremen, the manual self-employed, and small businessmen.’ This is important because it ‘embraces
ers, however skilled, who depend on the sale of their labour-power for their livelihood’ (Callinicos,
Service Occupations, there are various layers of supervisors which control and supervise the labour
of other workers. This means that there can be workers – to use Wright’s (1978: 63) terminology –
occupying ‘objectively contradictory locations within class relations’. Although they sell their own
labour they form part of the role of capital, and therefore, they have two opposing class interests.
The growth of service work is a central trend. What would it mean if a worker is now more likely to
work in a supermarket or a call centre, rather than in a factory or a coal mine? This kind of employment can indeed be subjected to similar methods of control and supervision originally developed in
the factory. The technology used to control the labour process in call centres is perhaps analogous
according to Taylorian principles.’ The application of Taylorianism outside the Fordist factory was
anticipated by Braverman (1999: p79), when he argued that mental labour, after being separated from
manual labour, ‘is then itself subdivided rigorously according to the same rule.’ The purpose of this
is ‘to cheapen the worker by decreasing his training and enlarging his output’ (Braverman, 1999: p81).
Impact of neoliberalism
The statistics from 1987 and 2012 capture a period marked by the rise of neoliberalism. Its ades (Harvey, 2007: p12). These structural changes have been forced through with a series of degovernment’s austerity agenda. It has exposed increasing layers of society, without organisations
or traditions of trade union membership, to the experience of precarious working conditions.
This can be seen in the statistics for trade union membership, providing an estimate of the current
institutional level of working class organisation. Like census statistics, however, such statistics obscure certain dynamics within working class organisation. The headline statistics for 2011 show that
series, begun in 1995. The membership is divided between 3.9 million in the public sector and 2.5
million in the private sector (Brownlie, 2012: p7). Union membership density in the public sector
is exacerbated by the fact that ‘the education and health and social work industries each account for
tively’ (Brownlie, 2012: p11). It is therefore possible to say that these areas have a hugely disproporThe phenomenon of workplaces without organisation and precarious conditions has been
the focus of recent debates about work. At one extreme Guy Standing (2011) argues for the
emergence of a new class, the ‘precariat’, providing little empirical evidence in support of his
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claim. Kevin Doogan (2009), conversely, argues that although there is a ‘broad public perception of the end of jobs for life and the decline of stable employment’, such a perception operates alongside ‘the rise in long-term employment’, and should therefore be rejected. This is
emphasised in the work of Pierre Bourdieu (1998: p95-9), where he argues that ‘précarité’ is a
nent state of insecurity aimed at forcing workers into submission, into the acceptance of exfrom precarious conditions until the workers affected were able to organise successfully. The
can be built, and what existing organisations can learn from, the new experiences of struggle?
Towards an inquiry
only one part of the picture of class struggle in the UK. As George Rawick (1969: p23) has
previously pointed out: ‘Marxists have occasionally talked about working-class self-activity, as well they might, given that it was Marx’s main political focus.’ There needs to be an understanding that behind observable institutional phenomena, there are actions of an actually existing working class. Rawick (1969: p29) argued that it was also necessary to examine:
amount of time lost by absenteeism, the hours gained by workers through slowdown, the lim-

iting of the speed-up of the productive apparatus through the working class’s own initiative.
class today. It is necessary to search for a method to understand the realities of struggle, from the perspectives of workers that are engaged in it. The choice of what sources of statistics to use is loaded
gous – if it is possible to discard the negative connotations – to the distortion created by unreported
publishedin a newspaper inFrancein 1880(Marx, 1938). Theintroduction explained theaim of the survey:
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We hope to meet
try who
understand
fortunes from which
can energetically apply

in this work with the support of all workers in town and counthat they alone can describe with full knowledge the misthey suffer, and that only they, and not saviours sent by Providence,
the healing remedies for the social ills to which they are a prey.
sus or a sociological study. It explicitly links the construction of knowledge to a political project. It takes as its starting point that those interested in conducting such surveys:
Must wish for an exact and positive knowledge of the conditions in which the working class – the class to whom the future belongs – works and moves. (Marx, 1938: p379)
The postal survey aimed to collect information, but crucially, it also intended to make contact

duction are, in a sense, part of trade union organisation. What is novel about this outline of a
sults that were gained from the survey, nor is there a discussion of either its successes or failures.
skyist movement, concerning the analysis of Stalinist Russia as a degenerated workers state. Of
particular interest are the Johnson-Forest Tendency in the USA (Dunayevskaya, 1972), the Socialisme ou Barbarie group in France (Kessler, 1978), and the International Socialists in Britain, which
did not solidify into a group until later (Kuper, 1971). One particularly interesting example is the
study produced by the Johnson-Forest Tendency called The American Worker. It is a two part

working class. This builds on the arguments put forward by Lukács’ (1971: p21), according to
whom ‘the Marxist method, the dialectical materialist knowledge of reality, can arise only from
the point of view of a class, from the point of view of the struggle of the proletariat.’ This

development of capitalism, but the development of the revolution.’ This new method of re-

Political militants have always done conricerca. We would go in front of the factory and

Alquati taught us that the problem is to grasp the truth, not to describe it. For the capacity to anticipate a tendency
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(Roggero, 2010: p4).
Conclusion
It is necessary to conduct further analysis to interrogate the nature of class today. The relative
decline of manufacturing has seen an increase of service work, including increases in the forms
of labour involved in education, health care, or emotive work. There needs to be an investigation
of what these shifting forms of labour mean for the possibilities of resistance and organisation.
Although the public sector remains a bastion of trade union membership, there are large sections
has to be connected with a project of understanding the struggle of workers themselves and of
we already have contact with workers, or where we want to make contact with workers, it
can form part of a political project that actively engages with the changing world around it.
tion of whether the workplace can be a focus for collective and sustained projects for the
radical democratisation and transformation of society needs to be posed and answered.
Jamie Woodcock is an activist and PhD student at Goldsmiths University
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In Defence of the Living Wage
callum macrae

S

ince its revival by a coalition of community groups in London’s East End in 2001, the living
wage movement has been slowly but steadily gaining ground, both in terms of its application
and its publicity. It has earned widespread, cross-party support and is being implemented by a variety of companies, councils and universities across the country. However, the idea has not been
entirely without its opponents, or without obstacles to its implementation. For a variety of reasons, the movement has come under criticism, from both the Left and the Right. In this article
should be viewed as part of a broader campaign to improve working conditions and living standards for low-earners in Britain. The living wage campaign is by no means a complete solution to
poverty and power imbalances in industrial relations. But I hope to make clear that it is a powerful tool, both to directly improve the lives of some of the poorest and most vulnerable in British
society, and to empower those areas of the labour market which have most suffered from the assaults on workers’ rights and workers’ collective power in the neo-liberal turn of the late seventies
and early eighties. The scepticism shown by parts of the Left towards the living wage movement
is misplaced - even though it is perhaps laudable for its display of caution and critical awareness
when approaching an area of possible cooperation with employers. Anyone who seeks to improve
the lives of those living in poverty in the UK should do all they can to support the campaign.
What is the Living Wage?
Institute for Research in Social Policy at Loughborough University for the UK (and by the Greater
level necessary to purchase a basket of goods deemed essential to live at a minimum acceptable
standard of living. The content of this basket of goods is based on the results of focus groups,
carried out in conjunction with the Joseph Rowntree Foundation. This method is used to arrive
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accredited Living Wage Employer, a company must pay at least the living wage to all of its staff, including individuals who work on a regular basis for a subcontractor, such as cleaners or security staff.
The living wage differs from the minimum wage in two key respects. First, the minimum wage is primarily based upon market conditions. It is set at a level which the Low Pay Commission believes that the
wage, in contrast, is based on a notion of a minimum socially acceptable standard of living. Second,
the minimum wage is statutory (though not without legal exemptions), whereas the current policy of
the Living Wage Foundation is to encourage a voluntary living wage. As such, the living wage movement is dependent upon campaign groups to apply the necessary pressure on employers – agitation
a diverse range of group structures and approaches (some groups are based within communities, such
broader goals, concerning working conditions and higher pay), many living wage campaigns have
encouraged increasing organisation among workers at the bottom end of the pay scale. It is no coincidence that those workers who are most likely to earn less than the living wage work in sectors associated with high turnover and low unionisation rates (sectors such as hospitality, and the service sector
more generally). The living wage campaign can serve to facilitate worker organisation in these areas
of the economy - thus, it could create the structures necessary to look beyond the living wage, if and
when it is achieved. The living wage movement is not just a campaign to apply pressure on employers
to pay at least a minimum socially acceptable wage, but also a means to increase worker organisation
and a means to redress the considerable power imbalances within the British industrial landscape.
Why support the Living Wage Campaign?
The appeal of the living wage seems intuitive - a means to raise the income of some of the poorest
in society appears to be a moral no-brainer. Yet it is worth reviewing the evidence, both for the sake of
persuading sceptics and in order to highlight the extent to which the living wage is a powerful tool for
improving living standards. First, it is important to note that, compared to other advanced economies,
than the living wage in 2011. The national average also masks considerable variations among different
slowing. Low pay is endemic in the UK, and the living wage can begin to reverse this dangerous pattern.
Second, studies that have been carried out on the living wage show that it has a remarkable
impact on the lives of low paid workers. The Geography Department at Queen Mary, Universijust above the minimum wage to just above the living wage, on a group of workers at the Royal London Hospital. The study revealed, as expected, that the workers were better able to afford
basic necessities, such as food and clothes, after the wage increase. Though more research needs
to be done in this area, the available evidence shows that there are strong links between the intro1 http://WWW.livingWAgE.org.uk/EmployErs
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Thirdly, as outlined above, the living wage campaign has the potential to act not simply as a treatment
for the symptoms of low pay, but also to remedy one of its key underlying causes: power imbalances in
the industrial landscape of the UK. As I have mentioned, the living wage movement can provide - and,
in some places, has provided - a basic structure for further worker organisation and agitation. It can
tions in the City into becoming Living Wage Employers, but also to create and maintain networks of
activists and workers, which have since been used in mobilising support for other campaigns beyond
the workplace. Similarly, in Baltimore, an alliance between a union and a community organisation
mobilised the support of low-income, predominantly black neighbourhoods of the city, where unions
Wage Ordinance, but also to secure other gains for low-paid workers, such as increased job security
and stronger rights to organise in public places. The evidence therefore suggests that the living wage is
at once a very powerful tool for improving living standards in the short term - simply by giving people
the means to afford basics like food, clothing and shelter - and a means for encouraging the development of longer term solutions for problems of low pay and poverty, mainly by facilitating organisation
and activism among communities which might not have had any prior experience in such activities.
Criticisms of the Living Wage and Why They Fail
Though the living wage has attracted considerable and widespread support in recent years, it has
and in newspaper comment sections. I hope to show, here, that while some arguments deserve more
credit, none succeed in presenting a good argument against supporting the living wage campaign.
1. ‘A living wage will lead to job losses. Thus, any alleviation of poverty levels for workers will be offset by
increases in unemployment.’
employment. As I have explained, the living wage campaign pressures employers into paying the living
losses would be incurred from the living wage, different agreements and compromises could be found.
But the evidence still suggests that such cases are very rare. In the recent IPPR report ‘Beyond the Bottom Line: The Challenges and Opportunities of a Living Wage’ it was estimated that, even if a nationless than the living wage (almost 5 million). Furthermore, the living wage campaign can contribute to
the establishment of increased job security and job protection for workers at risk of unemployment.
There is additional evidence to support the claim that the living wage itself will boost productivity: for

2 lAWton, k And pEnnyCook, m, bEyond thE bottom linE: thE ChAllEngEs And
opportunitiEs of A living WAgE, ippr, 2013, pp 66-68.
(http://WWW.ippr.org/imAgEs/mEdiA/filEs/publiCAtion/2013/01/bEyond-bottom-linE_livingWAgE_JAn2013_10162.pdf)
3 sokol, Wills Et Al, thE impACt of improvEd pAy And Conditions on loW-pAid urbAn
WorkErs: thE CAsE of thE royAl london hospitAl, QuEEn mAry univErsity of london
dEpArtmEnt of gEogrAphy, 2006, pp 8-13. (http://WWW.gEog.Qmul.AC.uk/doCs/stAff/58801.pdf)
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effort. There are strong indications that employers would absorb the small extra costs of paying higher
wages by raising productivity, as occurred after the National Minimum Wage came into effect in 1999.
2. ‘A voluntary scheme will never induce businesses to change their ways – the living wage should be statutory.’
First, it is manifestly untrue that a voluntary scheme will never induce businesses to change their ways,
as many have done so in response to the campaigning of living wage groups, including Lloyd’s of
London, HSBC and KPMG. By generating negative publicity for businesses that don’t pay the living wage, campaigning can make it in an employer’s own interests to become a living wage employer,
particularly given the relatively low costs associated with switching to the living wage. Furthermore,
as more organisations sign up to the living wage, the pressure on other businesses will only increase.
Although caution and critical awareness are, of course, always necessary when cooperating with employers, this should not be an excuse for a blind rejection of any form of cooperation when it is in the
mutual interests of both parties. Secondly, if the living wage movement campaigned for a statutory
living wage the arguments of neo-classical economists about the damage to the economy of a higher
make the living wage reality. Thirdly, a top-down, statutory living wage would destroy the campaign’s
potential to act as a means to facilitate community organisation and thus to improve and protect working conditions and workers’ rights in the future. This aspect of the living wage – its potential to reempower (or in many cases, simply to empower) areas of the workforce that have little or no collective protection from the poverty that is endemic amongst the low-paid – is one of the most attractive
features of the movement, and would be undermined if the debate was taken out of the localised
context of particular employers and turned into a national issue focused on central government policy.
never be acceptable for industries with large numbers of low-paid workers.’
cable here – if the costs of switching to the living wage are higher for particular businesses, successful living wage campaigning can still create enough consumer demand for living wage accreditation
that it is in such businesses’ interest to seek accreditation. Secondly, the empirical assumption that
switching to the living wage is more costly for businesses with large numbers of low-paid workers
is by no means certain. Owing precisely to the fact that the living wage can potentially cause problems for such companies, they tend to introduce more radical reappraisals of their business strategies,

‘The living wage distracts attention away from the truly needy: the unemployed.’
come households more than low-income households (though in proportional terms the poorest are the
not a good reason to abandon the campaign. The living wage by no means precludes other actions to im4 Wills, J, ‘mAking ClAss politiCs possiblE: orgAnising ContrACt ClEAnErs in london’, intErnAtionAl JournAl of urbAn
And rEgionAl rEsEArCh, vol. 32, no. 2, 2008, pp 305-323. (http://WWW.gEog.Qmul.AC.uk/livingWAgE/pdf/iJurrpApEr.pdf)
5 finE, J, ‘Community unions And thE rEvivAl of thE AmEriCAn lAbour movEmEnt’,
politiCs And soCiEty, vol. 33, no. 1, 2005 pp 178-179.
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prove the lives of those in poverty without jobs. On the contrary, it helps organise communities with low
levels of job security and high levels of unemployment, creating the networks necessary for campaigns
linked to out-of-work, as well as in-work, poverty. The high numbers of unemployed people in the UK,
however, should be great cause for concern, and it should always be remembered that the living wage
should be conceived of as a part of the solution to the problems of poverty and low pay, not the solution.
Conclusion
The living wage campaign is thus both a powerful tool for the immediate improvement of pay and
living standards for those on low pay, and a means to encourage longer-term agitation for better work-

falling into poverty. Though the living wage campaign does not preclude, and in many ways actually facilitates action to help the long-term unemployed, campaigners and supporters alike must nonetheless
always retain an awareness that a living wage is of little use to those without a wage at all. Secondly, it
should be remembered that despite the importance of pay, there are other tools for the alleviation of
poverty which the living wage campaign should support and encourage - most notably the empowerment of workers through community organisation, but also cooperation and collaboration with trade
unions, anti-austerity campaign groups and other sites of resistance to the relentless attacks on the
economic, social and political position of the poor within British society over the last three decades.
None of these points about the importance of contextualising the living wage gives us any reason to
be reluctant in lending support to the campaign. The fact that the living wage alone will not cure all of
capitalism’s ills is no reason to abandon it – especially given the proclivity of living wage campaigns to
foster and encourage the growth of other such alternative solutions. Any sections of the British Left
still timid in their support must wake up to the strong evidence for the living wage campaign’s potential
both to dramatically improve the lives of some of the worst off in society and to serve as an important
point of departure for further exercises in collective action, in order to win additional vital victories.
There are currently millions of workers in the United Kingdom who are struggling to afford food and
clothes, struggling to pay the rent, struggling to provide for their children, struggling to pay their debts.
If we make sure that they do not struggle alone, there is a real possibility that together we could create
tangible and lasting improvements to the lives of some of those who most desperately need them.

6 lAWton, k And pEnnyCook, m, bEyond thE bottom linE: thE ChAllEngEs And opportunitiEs of A living WAgE, ippr, 2013,
pp 33-34. As outlinEd in thE stAtistiCs CitEd EArliEr from thE QuEEn mAry univErsity of london study, thEsE produCtivity
gAins do not nECEssitAtE vAstly inCrEAsEd psyChologiCAl prEssurE for WorkErs, With ovEr 87% of thE WorkErs intErviEWEd
in thE study ClAiming thAt thEir livEs hAd improvEd As A rEsult of thE WAgE inCrEAsEs – from thE AvAilAblE EvidEnCE, produCtivity inCrEAsEs in thEsE situAtions ArE bEttEr undErstood As thE rEsult of morE ContEntEd WorkErs Contributing morE
thAn As mAnAgErs AttEmpting to gEt thEir monEy’s Worth through inCrEAsEd disCiplining And Work-loAds.

sEE lAWton And
pEnnyCook, pp33-34.
7 lAWton, k And pEnnyCook, m, bEyond thE bottom linE: thE ChAllEngEs And opportunitiEs of A living WAgE, ippr, 2013,
p33.
8 lAWton, k And pEnnyCook, m, bEyond thE bottom linE: thE ChAllEngEs And opportunitiEs of A living WAgE, ippr, 2013,
p39.
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Work in the 21st century University:
Graduate workers’ organisations
søren Goard

Intro

T

he Adjunct Movement has not been as loud as the Quebec CLASSE movement. Most of the people involved are in their mid 20’s and early 30’s - certainly not as youthful and militant as the Chilean
Pingüinos . There have not been on mass demonstrations and occupations. But they have managed to
and most advanced neoliberalism. Their successes, as well as their limitations, are not just fascinating but
Who are adjuncts?

The term refers to graduates, mostly studying for PhDs, who teach, mark and research either to fund their
with waivers, many adjuncts live on less than minimum wage. This is despite, or rather because, higher
education is now run more on adjunct labour than full-time labour.
This situation is emblematic of the transformation of US Higher Education. One of the key motors
greater proportions of students. This isn’t just the Ivy League or the top ten – it’s institutions like the
cational courses. I will look in more detail at the transformation of the education system below but for the
universities like Phoenix have opened up a new market, they have also begun infringing on the territory
of state universities, often dragging them further into the whirlpool of competition and market values.
1 thE rEAl nEWs, ‘studEnt movEmEnt roCks ChilE’, vidEo ACCEssiblE At https://WWW.youtubE.Com/WAtCh?v=0z9udQxthko
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and marketisation. In keeping with the experience of neoliberalism worldwide the line between public and
private has become increasingly undermined, overwhelmingly in favour of the private. For teaching, it
senior students in a permanent and vicious cycle of adjunct-ness ensures that they work to the greatest
labour costs low.
ing researchers to grovel for scraps of funding it pushes them towards corporate sponsors – inevitably
In many Higher Education institutions, adjuncts can’t get representation from the local lecturers’ union .
dermines their ability to. Rushing from one campus to another, juggling different jobs, makes it incredibly
raise issues relevant to adjuncts.
However, in spite of these conditions, adjuncts across the US have found ways of organising around
their grievances. What they’re doing is exciting, audacious trade unionism that comes face-to-face with
one of the key motors of marketisation. Whilst the history of graduate organisation stretches back into
the late 60’s, this has been a deeply uneven process, and only just in the last few years has it increased in
scope.
GEO at Illinois State
Faced with continual attacks on their conditions, adjuncts at Illinois State (Urbana-Champaign) set up
their own union, the Graduate Employee’s Organisation, and in November 2009 went on strike for tuition fee waivers – effectively fair pay – and won. Last November management tried to take the waivers
back and refused to go into negotiations . As a result the GEO voted to form a strike committee. Without
even needing to strike they got the administration to agree to keep the waivers. The GEO has existed in
the administration’s attempt to deny them legal representation. They combined union organisation with
necked, and building campaigns with active participation from students and local workers.
The continuous recurrence of attacks from the administration is just one reason for the GEO to attempt to build networks wider than the campus. Hence, since 2008, they’ve been part of convening a
open to criticism – it certainly hasn’t been able to confront the trends that lie behind the administration’s

2 ‘unlikE unions At most univErsitiEs in thE u.s., thE psC rEprEsEnts mAny diffErEnt CAtEgoriEsof ACAdEmiC WorkErs’,
singsEn, doug ‘Cuny AdJunCts dEsErvE bEttEr’, soCiAlist WorkEr (usA), novEmbEr 19, 2010 http://soCiAlistWorkEr.
org/2010/11/19/Cuny-AdJunCts-dEsErvEbEttEr
3 rEyEs rodriguEz, dAmiAn And WErst, dAniEl, ‘gEo prEpArEs for A strikE’, soCiAlist WorkEr (usA,) novEmbEr 26, 2012,
http://soCiAlistWorkEr.org/2012/11/26/gEo-prEpArEsfor-A-strikE
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CUNY Contingents Unite

The City University of New York (CUNY) is the second largest education system in the US, with over
half a million students. Whilst their promotional video proudly trumpets their tenure of Rhodes Scholars
and new full-time academics , there is little mention that the majority of the academic functions of the
university – teaching, marking and research – are done by adjuncts. Even with waivers, adjuncts (or ‘conNew York City. Whilst the Professional Staff Congress (PSC), the CUNY trade union, maintains a relalobbying, in conjunction with the New York Public Interest Research Group . Students and contingents
have been the ones organising protests and campaigns, when they have actually happened.
un-contracted workers, created the CUNY Contingents Unite campaign of 2008 in response. One part
of what they have been doing is pressuring PSC to act. In 2012 they turned up en masse to the PSC
congress in orange t-shirts demanding representation and heckling speakers who sidelined the contingent
issue . But they have not attempted to set themselves up as a separate union. The political basis of the organisation is demonstrated in their founding statement , which stresses its resentment, not towards those
workers who receive higher pay through tenure, but to the two-tiered system that makes it impossible to
get tenure for those who don’t already have it!
How has US education got this way?

traditional public universities . It is true, but only in the sense that it hardens up tendencies that have been
taking place on a more fundamental level in public universities for decades. It is helpful to contextualise
the development of marketisation within wider global trends towards neoliberalisation.

“The idea that the market should be allowed to make major social and political decisions; the idea that the State should voluntarily reduce its role in the economy, or that corporations should be given total freedom, that trade unions should be curbed and
citizens given less rather than more social protection .”
Combined with a reaction to growing union membership and militancy, public institutions slowly adopted, through the 1970s and 1980s managerial and neoliberal mantras . Faced with budget cuts they were
driven, encouraged (though often willingly) towards adulating and mimicking the behaviour of the private sector. As well as producing an entirely new and bloated layer of middle management, such a shift

4 CunymEdiA, ‘Cuny vAluE’, 14 novEmbEr 2012, vidEo ACCEssiblE At: http://WWW.youtubE.Com/WAtCh?fEAturE=plAyEr_
EmbEddEd&v=nr23f137fio#!
5 ‘Cuny AdJunCts dEsErvE bEttEr’, soCiAlist WorkEr (usA), novEmbEr 19, 2010
6 ibid
7 ibid
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used was the development of liberal ‘institutional missions’, which gave the university a more progressive
vibe. Often adopting the language of Foucault, side by side with the economic ‘common sense’ of Milton
Friedman, university administrations could begin to incorporate more senior academics within the structures of management, pressurising them to put aside solidarity with other staff members for replacement
This is then combined with an attempt to reduce the number of tenure-track positions available, creating
an ever-growing rift between permanent and contingent staff.
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s graduates were told, in accordance with what were known as the Bowen predictions, that academic careers were open for anyone who completed their PhD. What transpired is
that PhD completers became the waste, rather than the product of, the system. These ‘completers’ were
then used by ‘permanent’ management to create an ever-reproducing pool of ‘temporary and contingent’
teaching staff .
Adjunct organisation is hardly new...
Graduates have been organised since the 1960s. At the University of California, for example, graduate
for at least 25 years . The GEO at Illinois Urbana-Champaign also has a history of actions dating back 30
years, in different organisations . For the most part it was before the 1990s that the battle for recognition
began. With different cases in different states, much of the struggle was, for a long time, over graduates’
with added responsibilities’. However, the Bush era that followed saw a set of attacks on workers’ rights,
and administrations were once again on the re-offensive. Since then, graduates have often found that their
campaigns need to be overtly political.
– not a union but an online resource and toolkit, detailing graduates’ experience of exploitation and organisation against it. Whilst it looks impressive, the project’s funding comes in large from the Chronicle
for Higher Education. This is surprising given the political colour and vibrancy of the organisations and
their campaigns.
Given Wisconsin’s notoriety as the beating heart of American trade-unionism, it should not be surprisAssistants’ Association. Since the 1990s, and a historic tuition waiver win in 1997, the union has been built
with campaigns against cuts to state budgets . TAA members were at the centre of the movement around
Madison in 2011 against Governor Scott Walker’s attempts to remove trade union rights . This was in part
8 Anon, ‘About Cuny ContingEnts unitE’, lAst updAtEd 12 sEptEmbEr 2008, ACCEssiblE At: http://CunyContingEnts.WordprEss.Com/About/
9 bousQuEt, mArC, hoW thE univErsity Works, nEW york, nyu prEss; 2008, p8
10http://WWW.nEWlEftproJECt.org/indEx.php/sitE/ArtiClE_CommEnts/A_short_history_of_nEolibErAlism_And_hoW_WE_
CAn_fix_it hoWEvEr it is Worth stAting thAt All nEolibErAl proJECts hAvE rEmAinEd ContrAdiCtory to thEir vEry CorE;
rEQuiring An ExpAnsion of stAtE poWEr And ExpEnditurE in ordEr to fight to rEstorE profitAbility on bEhAlf of CApitAl.
11 ibid
12 ibid
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due to the fact that attacks on collective bargaining would have made it far harder for them to ‘retain faculty’. Potential to resist was helped by the political strength of their unionisation. The TAA led the occupation of the State Capitol in Madison, and organised coaches of GEO’s from Illinois State to join them.
union to bargain for their rights against university management .
Whilst these experiences are inspiring rejoinders against the apparent lack of struggle on US campuses,
are they any use in building strategies for graduates who teach at British universities? Admittedly there
are concrete differences between the US and the UK education systems. The US system is clearly more
heterogeneous, especially with the wider and more pronounced division between state and private universities. The far greater variety between institutions and funding systems, due in part to the federated state
system, appears to have mitigated against the formation of one national organisation for tenured academics, let alone adjuncts. That heterogeneity means it is theoretically far harder for graduates to represent
themselves collectively on a national level. In the UK on the other hand, postgrads who teach (often called
Graduate Teaching Assistants, GTAs) have the right to join the UCU (national HE and FE teaching unto have the greatest effect for the near future . Crucially, US postgrads usually take 10 years to complete
has calculated that there are approximately 100,000 postgraduate research students in the UK , though the
extent of this number who are teaching and working as GTAs remains unclear. Certainly it is far smaller
proportion of overall teaching staff than in the US. Hence, being smaller in number and having a shorter
time at university, British GTAs have a less objective basis for organisation. In spite of the differences,
however, both systems are clearly subject to increasingly totalising tendencies of marketisation and comMarketisation in the UK began seriously under the Thatcher regime in the 1980s, though it would be
wrong to say that she pursued it with anywhere near the same vigour as she attacked miners and printers. That said, whilst shying away from a direct attack on grants and the public nature of the university,
Thatcher and ministers like Keith Joseph did engage in repeated ideological attacks on student unions,
left-wing and anti-oppression academics, as part of a multi-faceted ‘enemy within’. More crucially she successfully introduced a raft of neoliberal management directives against which academics were reluctant
creasing amounts of their time and effort (or that of their postgrads) into activity that made the institution
whilst being unable to successfully marketise education, set up the Student Loans Company and passed
Brown, however, who introduced tuition fees, and their successive increases. Whilst their expansion of
the education system was soaked in both progressive rhetoric and meritocratic assumptions, the reforms,

13 ibid
14 ibid
15 ibid
16 ibid
17 Anon, ‘history’, lAst updAtEd on 27 novEmbEr 2012, ACCEssiblE At http://WWW.uigEo.org/history-2/
18 ibid
19 Anon, ‘About this proJECt’, ACCEssiblE At http://AdJunCt.ChroniClE.Com/About
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or no increase in funding, and an opening up of the sector for private ‘investment’.
It is as if the last 30 years in the UK have been a process of laying the foundation for marketisation,
dropping the gravel and pouring the cement. As these foundations have hardened, the most recent draft
counter-trends.
role of a huge, casualised and hyper-exploited workforce as they do in the US. As mentioned above, the
exists and has the capacity to develop.

Since 2010, the greatest resistance to marketisation has been from undergraduates and FE students. In
the wake of the heady days of 2010, the movement has struggled to regain momentum. In the face of an
and marketisation as it emerges – as with the movement at Sussex – or to wait for a Labour government
in 2015, in order that they might, by some extraordinary act of philanthropy, grant us a graduate tax...
the potential in any point of friction is vital.
It seems likely, in this context, that GTAs will be at the sharp end of funding cut-backs, and will experident Survey percentage points out of their staff. They already suffer high rates of exploitation and casualised conditions . But in terms of objective numbers, there simply isn’t the same potential within the British
postgraduate community to build separate unions or mass campaigns on an American scale. This, clearly,
doesn’t negate the need to challenge casualisation and marketisation, but are the US graduate modes of
good but they aren’t enough in themselves. The building of unions and union organisations now has to
be placed within the context of crisis and austerity. Can these organisations confront these attacks?
The key lesson, arguably, from the US adjunct movement is not a particular tactic in itself – whether
20 Anon , ‘tAA history: thE first forty yEArs…And bEyond’, ACCEssiblE At: http://tAAmAdison.org/tAA-history/
21 bousQuEt, mArC, ‘grAd EmployEEs spEArhEAd WisConsin oCCupAtion’, mArCh 1st, 2011, ACCEssiblE At: http://hoWthEunivErsityWorks.Com/WordprEss/ArChivEs/282
22 CECh, JEff, ‘nlrb AnnounCEs lAndslidE viCtory for thE AdJunCt fACulty AssoCiAtion At duQuEsnE univErsity’,
sEptEmbEr 20th, 2012, ACCEssiblE At: http://AdJunCt.ChroniClE.Com/nlrbAnnounCEs-lAndslidE-viCtory-for-thE-AdJunCtfACulty-AssoCiAtion-At-duQuEsnE-univErsity/
23 Anon, ‘kEy informAtion: brAnCh briEfing - thE impACt on you’, ACCEssiblE At: http://WWW.uCu.org.uk/dEfEnduss#kEy
24 nus postgrAduAtE CAmpAign, ‘EngAging postgrAduAtEs studEnts guidE’, lAst updAtEd on 18th July 2011, AvAilAblE At:
http://WWW.nusConnECt.org.uk/nEWs/ArtiClE/postgrAduAtE/562/
25 ‘thE dEClinE is sprEAding. WE knoW thAt somE univErsitiEs hAvE bEEn ConstrAinEd to loWEr thEir stAndArds for EntrAnts from ComprEhEnsivEs, disCriminAting AgAinst morE thE tAlEntEd [siC] bECAusE thEy ComE from grAmmAr or indEpEndEnt sChools. WE sEE hoW thE dEmAnd for AbsolutE EQuAlity turns into thE nEW inEQuAlity. in thE univErsitiEs,
WhiCh should bE sAnCtuAriEs for thE pursuit of truth, thE bully-boys of thE lEft hAvE bEAn giving us A forEtAstE of WhAt
lEftWing diCtAtorship Would EndEAvour to AChiEvE, ACtivEly ChEErEd on by thE CAsuistry ofsomE mEmbErs of thE univErsity stAffs, CuCkoos in our dEmoCrAtiC nEst, And by thE pusillAnimity of othErs, by thE ApAthy of mAny And, i must Add,
by morAl CoWArdiCE in publiC lifE’ kEith JosEph, spEECh At EdgbAston (“our humAn stoCk is thrEAtEnEd”), oCtobEr 19th,
1974, ACCEssiblE At: http://WWW.mArgArEtthAtChEr.org/doCumEnt/101830
26 CAlliniCos, AlEx, univErsitiEs in A nEolibErAl AgE, london, bookmArks; 2006, p18
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joining the dockworkers’ or setting up alternative union – but the principles behind those tactics. Netcal basis, and winning solidarity and unity with other groups on campus, are critical in this regard. In many
circumstances merely building union membership has been an audacious and gruelling task. In the UK we
have the advantage of being able to utilise the relative openness of the UCU, the anti-casualisation coma more overt way than the UCU can perhaps get away with. Additionally we have the collective memory
of a street movement, occupations, and local challenges to marketisation. This still acts as a powerful reference point, even if the high point has passed. Threading solidarity with graduate worker organisation
through any new manifestations of these movements provides the basis for a far more serious challenge
to marketisation.
When many administrations want to play down the cuts and claim that they are making none, highlight-

we can do is demonstrate that the issues faced by GTAs are a means of bridging the sectional interests of
students and staff, and are far from trivial.

summated as a commitment to ‘evidence-based policy’ and ‘partnership’ with university management, reyears. Corporatism in a period like this is suicidal. The postgraduate report is at least somewhat of a break
with this mainstream, largely due to the role played by anti-capitalists and socialists in the postgraduate
committee and NUS more widely.
These activists have argued for different approaches at different universities, but on ‘ensuring that
whatever structures and processes are in place, they are ultimately transparent and fair ’. Acknowledging
the ‘important role of trade unions, particularly UCU’ they suggest that ‘one possibility would be to create a graduate teaching committee with representatives from UCU, students union, and graduate teaching
bringing together different types of unions and social groups to build something greater than sectional
interests.
of outsourcing at Sussex University, to ‘clear the blockage’ with a ‘pop-up union’. Whilst there are debates
over its ultimate usefulness, what the pop-up represents is a recognition of the union as a tool, not an end
27 Anon, ‘About thE oCCupAtion – ongoing sinCE thursdAy 7 fEbruAry 2013’, ACCEssiblE At http://sussExAgAinstprivAtizAtion.WordprEss.Com/About/
28 nus nAtionAl CAmpAigns, ‘ComE ClEAn on studEnt funding – ElECtions 2015’, ACCEssiblE At http://WWW.nusConnECt.org.uk/CAmpAigns/ComE-ClEAn-on-studEntfunding/ElECtions-2015/
29 ‘Almost onE in thrEE postgrAduAtE tEAChErs did not rECEivE A ContrACt...thE AvErAgE postgrAduAtE tEAChEr Will
Work Almost tWiCE thE hours thEy ArE pAid for...Almost onE in thrEE postgrAduAtEs Who tEACh EArn bEloW minimum
WAgE in rEAl tErms.’ burrEtt, robin And WEnstonE, rAChEl, postgrAduAtEs Who tEACh’, nus pAmphlEt, 2013, p7
http://WWW.nus.org.uk/globAl/1654-nus_postgrAdtEAChingsurvEy_v3.pdf
30 burrEtt And WEnstonE, postgrAduAtEs Who tEACh, pp22-23
31 ibid
32 ibid
33 moody, kim, toWArds An intErnAtionAl soCiAl movEmEnt unionism, 1997
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in itself, and that those tools may need tactical re-fashioning at different points.
What the American experience shows, as well as the Postgraduate report, is that we may have to apply a
similar political attitude to our attempts at challenging marketisation through GTA organisation. That does
not mean we evacuate the organisations, like UCU or the SU, that we already have, but that we look at the
possibilities of working through and beyond them, of opening spaces from above for casusalised sections
of the workforce to organise, but also ensuring that those spaces allow those workers self-organisation.
In a period when the free education movement appears temporarily fragmented and demoralised, our
ability as a movement to strengthen the representation and political organisation of graduates who teach
could potentially be crucial in determining the social weight of the forces who oppose marketisation. Of
course the organisation of graduates alone will not stop a process that is embedded in a more general
unveil contradictions which, in being drawn out, begin to undermine and negate the ideological phantoms
conjured up to justify the neoliberalisation of education.
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The Individual Contribution
ross speer

‘Individual Contribution’ as a category of reference is intended to capture the idea that a university eduleast in part), by the individual. Education is correspondingly treated as a private and not a public good.
The individual contribution became concrete with both the introduction and increases in tuition fees.
The same logic, however, is also present with the alternative of the graduate tax. I argue that the ‘Individual Contribution’ is central to the current process of refocusing higher education away from its
public value and towards a commodity that provides added value to the consumer. Education is thus
formed from its modest roots with Labour’s introduction of tuition fees in 1998, into the predominant
public/private tension that characterises the Higher Education system today.
The increases in individual contribution between 1998 and today, most drastically with the 2012 increase
own education as a commodity. Students at some universities will feel this process more sharply than
others. Successively shifting the direct cost burden of education onto individual students has engenthinking into something that can be ‘consumed’ by the individual. Thus the entire process of Higher
Education becomes reduced to the conferred value of the consumed degree. The student, now the the
labour market.
analysing, or any other combination of compartmentalised skills. It is surely suspect whether employers have ever cared much for what a graduate may or may not know. Whether it is medieval or modern
There remains something, however, particularly insidious about the current transformation. Subsumed
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The directive principle of the university, conceived as a public good, is that each student makes a contribution, however small, to the production and reproduction of the totality of knowledge in general.
They thus partake in a ‘community of scholars’. This is now replaced by attempts to claim superiority
of ‘employability’ enters. The only contribution a student is now meant to make is to their own value as
a commodity to be traded on the market. The value of the commodity traded in this way will oscillate
relative to that of its competition. The ideal of a ‘community of scholars’ is replaced by the ‘competition of commodities’.
The risk here is great. Once one accepts the validity of the individual contribution, whether it be via
This is the path taken by National Union of Students and many local Students’ Unions. These now
serve as tools to put employability in to the core of education, not necessarily because of a fervent belief in individual contribution, but due to a capitulation to the contributory principle as the appropriate
funding method for Higher Education. If students are paying directly for their education then they will
education is primarily to be about employability, then it makes sense to allow businesses to specify what
entire array of neoliberal policies can be instituted with the assistance of the very institutions that may
otherwise be inclined to resist them.
Right from the moment of application in Higher Education, employability has become the guiding
attitude. Funding was cut to a greater degree from the humanities than the sciences, precisely because
businesses continue to demand science graduates, not philosophers. Taking a humanities degree is now
a gamble, especially for those that cannot reach the top universities. Humanities degrees will be increasingly open only to those from class backgrounds that provide a relative degree of security in the job
market. Degree courses that one may be interested in, or good at, are becoming closed to most in favour
of degree courses that increase net worth in the eyes of employers.
The increasing use of Postgraduate Teaching Assistants and adjunct professors is also linked to these
developments. Being at the forefront of research in a particular subject area ceases to be a relevant
of video lectures and MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) assists only in the process of displacing expensive professors for large and impersonal lectures. Professors can be replaced with cheap and
transform education away from anything resembling critical thinking, and towards a generic production
cording to standardised templates.
This also forms the ideological rationale behind the increasing prevalence of working students. The
driving force for this has been the coercion implicit in the ending of living grants and the failure of
maintenance loans to keep up with living costs. Nevertheless, once the purpose of university mutates
from knowledge production to employability, students-as-workers become a surety. If there is one thing
employers value above the aforementioned ‘transferable skills’, it is a proven ability to put up with the
drudgery of work. Internship completions become the new Firsts.
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Linking together each of these transformations within the contemporary university can demonstrate
that the processes are not distinct, but organised around the unifying logic of the individual contribution. We can now see why accepting the individual contribution (in whatever form it takes), entails the
tive type of education orientated towards a public good, it must be centred on the sole opponent of the
individual contribution: free education. Free education is not just one principle among many, but the cohering element around which each other point of antagonism over education must be structured. Only
in a system funded by society as a whole will we reclaim a system directed towards the needs of society
in general. There should be no doubt my account of the emerging developments in Higher Education
has been one sided: video lectures and MOOCs, for instance, open up possibilities for bringing educaas a good in and of itself.
The (re)emergence of a movement at the University of Sussex demonstrates that possibilities of collective resistance for a different kind of education remain, even if centred at a local level. This means that
struggle within individual universities is now (in comparison to the movement of 2010), likely to emerge
over symptoms rather than causes. That is why free education is the only alternative to the individual
contribution and the neoliberalisation of higher education in its entirety

Ross Speer is an activist and Msc Political Theory student at the
London School of Economics
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The European Crisis
ed rooksby

I

n order to think realistically and creatively about matters of socialist strategy – how to resist
austerity, how to defeat austerity and, even more than this, how to set about winning power
tainable society – we need to be clear about the economic and political context in which we are
seeking to operate. In the following article, I shall put forward some broad-brush observations
on the origins, development and trajectory of the current crisis of capitalism, focusing in particular on Europe before giving brief consideration to a series of possible ‘exit routes’ – two
which might be imposed by capital, and one which might be implemented by anti-capitalist forces.
Some General Points about the Crisis
It must be emphasised that the current global capitalist crisis is, precisely, a crisis of capitalernment spending’ as the neoliberal right have sought to present it – very successfully, given
the way in which this narrative frames much of the debate in the political and media mainstream. It’s not even really about ‘greedy bankers’ or a ‘failure of regulation’, as the dominant
of the centre-left story moralises the crisis simplistically, and the second presents it merely as
a failing of administrative/ managerial competence. Deeper, underlying structural and sys(i.e. the driving logic of capitalism) and militating against the imposition of regulatory confrom the picture. It must be insisted, against all this, that the crisis is rooted in the dysfunc-
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tional logic of capitalism and that this is an extremely serious crisis from which it is very hard
to see how capitalism has any immediate prospect of recovery. It is likely to drag on for years.
Just like capitalist growth and expansion, capitalist crisis unfolds in processes of combined
and uneven development. The close international integration of national economies means that
a crisis emerging within one of them can be transmitted widely very rapidly. However, while this
entails generalisation of the crisis internationally in some respects (and indeed the crisis takes on
evenly distributed and its intensity varies from state to state and from region to region. This unedependencies’ – such as the relative weight and health of particular economic sectors, the parOne important feature of this international unevenness is that the crisis tends to become
concentrated at any given time in one or two particular locations. Developments in those parfests a sort of concentrated expression of the international crisis in general. Certainly the international development of the crisis can turn very rapidly on developments in these locations.
These sites in which the crisis is concentrated and condensed need not include the location in
the current crisis, the epicentre of global economic instability has moved from the US to Europe. It began as a crisis in the US mortgage market and has been transformed into a Euromore, this European crisis, which condenses the global crisis, has a particular focal point of
its own – Greece. It is in Greece, then, that the global crisis is manifested in its most concentrated form and it is for this reason that whatever happens in Greece over the next few months
Dimensions of the Crisis in Europe
We’ve been told regularly over the past few months that the European crisis has ‘turned the corner’.
-

southern European economies such as Spain, Portugal, Cyprus and particularly Greece are, of
course, suffering the worst effects of this crisis. In Spain, for example, unemployment currently

About a third of Greece’s population (about 3.9 million people) are now thought to live in poverty.
The fact is that Europe is in a deep, intractable crisis and nobody really knows how
it can be overcome. As we’ve seen, the crisis in Europe (the most acute, focal point of
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which is Greece) condenses the global crisis and so stagnation in Europe both manifests in sharp form, and also itself drives and reproduces, the great world recession.
How did we get here?
The current crisis represents the breaking down of a series of temporary solutions to a major crisis
of capitalism that emerged in the 1970s. In effect, the international economy has gone full circle and
the relative stagnation in which it languished around forty years ago. In order to understand the crisis
today, then, we need to examine the development of the global economy over the past few decades.
the end of the 1960s. Indeed, according to Brenner, these economies have suffered from relatively
as the post-war boom petered out. The effects of this can be seen in the marked slow-down in rates
of growth from the 1970s onwards compared to previous decades (the average rate of annual GDP
Capitalism responded to this crisis in several ways. It sought to ‘go global’ in order to seek out
cheaper pools of labour and to open up new investment opportunities abroad. Under Thatcher
and Reagan especially, it launched an assault on trade unions and pushed up unemployment in order to weaken organised labour and drive down wage costs at home. Finance was also increasingly
solutions, however, soon created further problems for capital. Repression of wages, of course,
drove down workers’ spending power and thus reduced the rate of effective demand. Capital’s
solution to this problem was to extend the credit system and to ramp up debt-fuelled consumer
growth for a while. Yet this solution in turn became the source of serious problems for capitalism
because it ‘ultimately led to working-class over-indebtedness relative to income that in turn led to
overextended and, indeed, the extent to which growth had been reliant on the ballooning of debt.
er really resolves its crisis tendencies – they are merely shifted around, postponed and
that the terms of this solution throw up new problems which develop into a new crisis.
comitant extension of credit and debt did not simply represent, as social democratic and
Keynesian theorists tend to suggest, an ideologically-driven bad policy choice on the part of
neoliberals. A solution to the problems we face cannot be as simple as some sort of return
1 brEnnEr, robErt (2005) thE EConomiCs of globAl turbulEnCE (london, vErso)
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nancial markets put back in the box from which they escaped after the 1970s. The real strucThe Eurozone Dimension

historical process closely bound up with particular effects emerging from the institutional archicloser economic integration among European economies and from the institutional/legal structhe key factors driving economic integration in Europe – from the mid-1980s especially, after a
period of so-called ‘Eurosclerosis’ in the 1970s – was the intensifying global competition which
set in after the petering-out of the post-war boom. Monetary Union, as the most advanced and
ambitious form of economic integration in Europe, functioned as a joint strategy among European elites for defending and improving the global competitiveness of the region in the context

EMU itself became a key source and driver of the global recession we are now experiencing.
in its ‘discipline and convergence criteria’ for membership and perpetuated in its ‘stability and
growth pact’. This yoked together economies as diverse as Germany, Greece, Finland, Ireland,
some of these economies are strong exporters and others are not. Inevitably major trade imhuge trade surpluses (driven in part by sustained wage repression), while countries like Spain and
Germany) was increasingly recycled into the property market in Spain, driving the speculative
countries like Greece, a vicious cycle of debt emerged in which, unable to deploy the traditional
the constraints imposed by EMU membership, it had to borrow more and more to cover its
It is worth making plain that for a several years this dysfunctional arrangement suited countries like Germany very well – after all, it bound stronger and weaker economies together in an
intra-European core and periphery relationship which helped to underpin export-driven growth
in Germany in particular. It was only after the eruption of the Euro crisis that Greek ‘profligacy’ was suddenly discovered and loudly denounced by German politicians and EU elites.
The ‘credit crunch’ of 2008 brought these structural imbalances to the surface. As the efcrisis, the money loaned to southern Europe by northern banks suddenly looked very vul-

2 hArvEy, dAvid (2010) thE EnigmA of CApitAl: And thE CrisEs of CApitAlism (london, profilE books), p. 117
3 ibid. p. 117
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the new Papandreou government announced that the country’s debts had reached 300bn Euimposed by EU rules. The emergence of an acute sovereign debt crisis in Greece heightened
Portugal. The EU’s and IMF’s response was to insist on severe austerity measures in return
for emergency loans and bailouts to stricken economies. It soon became clear that EMU (and
perhaps even the EU itself) was in no small danger of disintegration and possible collapse.
– the current situation in the UK, for example, cannot be attributed directly to effects arising
within the structures of EMU. Nevertheless the various sovereign debt crises that have emerged
of the EU as a whole is the largest in the world), at the core of the continuing global turbulence.
Austerity in Europe
Austerity has been implemented unevenly across Europe, though it is evidently the favoured
as a strategy for economic recovery, austerity is failing miserably and is in fact making the economic situation far worse. As James Meadway explains, there is a simple mechanism at work here:
sell less. Firms that sell less cut wages and make redundancies. Demand falls still furThe self-defeating logic of austerity is most obvious in Greece, where it has been implemented in its most vicious forms and where the economy has contracted severely.
Given its clear failure, why do states remain committed to austerity? The basic intention
behind the austerity drive is to ensure that the costs of the crisis are shifted away from capia key international dimension, in that it is the loans of over-extended northern banks in particular that ‘the troika’ is seeking to protect, and it is the ordinary population of the southern
states who are being forced to pay the price. The determination to stick to austerity despite its
Austerity is plainly not succeeding as a means of overcoming the crisis. This must be
just as clear, now, to the political elites driving austerity as it is to those being forced to enuation seems to be characterised by a certain ideological bewilderment on the part of those
elites. They do not know how to end the crisis. They continue with austerity because they
have no idea what else they can do – they can see no other acceptable alternative. The strategy, such as it is now, is simply to keep going in the desperate hope that something turns up.
The Future
How might the crisis in Europe unfold over the next few years, and what ‘exit routes’ might
-
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the crisis simply drags on for several years. That is, Europe remains mired in a condition of
relative stagnation as political leaders attempt to ‘muddle through’ the crisis in the hope that
struction of overaccumulated capital – the underlying basis of the current crisis. In other words,
capitalism probably needs a major slump to purge itself of the dead weight which currently
weighs it down – but, of course, the political and social costs of a severe depression would
be so high that most governments are unlikely to let this happen. All of this raises the interesting prospect of the possible political ‘normalisation’ of capitalist crisis and stagnation.
A second path of development – something that has been mooted among EU elites – is
cal reconstruction. This would involve the ejection of southern European economies from
omies would occur: responsibility for the banking system and for taxation and public spending would be taken away from constituent states and given to supranational institutions. This
and ensuring that they do not re-emerge. This process might be accompanied by the breakup of the EU as it currently exists, or perhaps the emergence of a ‘twin-track’ EU in which
put northern banks’ loans at great risk and the process of disentanglement as southern European
economies left the Euro would be pretty perilous for all concerned. Secondly, there are considerable
There is a third path, however. This is probably the least likely of all to happen – but it is
ing of austerity by mass resistance and the implementation of a series of reforms which would
alter the balance of class power in favour of the working class and other popular forces, and
which would set in motion a process of transition beyond capitalism. What happens in Greece
over the next few months is key to this process. We have seen that it is in Greece that the crisis
of capitalism is condensed in its most acute form. This makes Greece the weak link in the contemporary imperialist chain, and a socialist breakthrough at this point would send shockwaves
Greek parliament. A situation which would have been unthinkable a few years ago – a radical
anti-capitalist party in Europe on the verge of winning power (in a country where the present
and bring austerity to a halt in Greece, it would provide an inspiring example to people else4 sEE http://WWW.nEWEConomiCs.org/blog/2012/04/17/mission-impossiblE-spAins-AustErity-progrAmmE
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where in Europe and help to deepen and radicalise anti-austerity struggles across the continent.
Of course, a party seeking to utilise the capitalist state apparatus to implement a radical leftencroach on one of the oldest controversies in socialist thought – the classic reform/revolution
debate. It seems unlikely to me that there is any strictly reformist road to socialism, but there is no
reason why revolutionary transformation should not emerge organically and dialectically from a
programme of transitional reforms. In any case, it is hard to see how a process of socialist transformation in countries with established parliamentary democratic institutions could entirely bypass
these structures. One of the interesting things about the unfolding crisis in Greece is the way in
which it maps closely onto the classical Marxist conception of a pre-revolutionary situation in all
but one key respect. We can observe, for example, a certain level of decomposition of some state
apparatuses in Greece (demoralisation of the police for example and its increasing penetration by,
and collusion with, far right forces), the collapse of the political centre, and the increasing polarisation of social forces. However, there is little sign, as yet, of any proliferation of workers’ councils/
soviets, and nothing corresponding to the emergence of a ‘dual power situation’. The resistance of
united government of the left within (and against) capitalism. One of the most urgent tasks for the
international radical left today is to return to, and rethink, the idea of the ‘workers’ government’,

Ed Rooksby is tutor in Politics at Ruskin College in Oxford and is a supporter of the Left
Unity Initiative
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Greece in Crisis: what is Syriza’s alternative?
alexander breton

F

ive years into the economic depression that has brought misery to millions of its citi-

an alternative to the Troika policy of internal devaluation and austerity? To what extent are its ideas practicable in a world of global markets, and how might they be realised?
In June 2012, the conservative New Democracy party, headed by Antonis Samaras, won the Greek
-

surely it would lose its parliamentary majority under the weight of popular resentment toward the
hated mnimonio (Memorandum of Understanding) which the Troika would force it to implement?
These were reasonable concerns, given the extent of the crisis’ damage. Nowhere is this damage more apparent than at the frontiers of the welfare state - one of Europe’s smallest. Take, for
northern Athens. Unpaid for four months, doctors, nurses and social workers battle against an
epidemic of mental illness brought about by the crisis. Cases of suicide, depression and anxiages are a common occurrence and overcrowding almost constant, with occupancy averaging
Beyond healthcare, the wider economic collapse in Greece is now so deeply entrenched that it

swathes of the population have lost their livelihood entirely, and cannot easily return to paid employment. The depth and extent of the economic collapse leads one to ask: is there an alternative?
1 'syrizA' is An ACronym for
of thE rAdiCAl lEft)

thE

CoAlition
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supports a policy of debt forgiveness and investment. Since Greece cannot possibly repay its external debts (many analysts would say that Portugal, Spain and Ireland are in a similar position),
Just as the US gave billions of dollars of Marshall Aid to rebuild infrastructure and invest in capital
It aims to arrest the vicious downward spiral currently affecting the economy, where wage cuts lead
to decreased consumption, which causes unemployment and further wage cuts. Indeed, restoring
are currently used to service debt to support investment, a sort of mini-Marshall Plan. Party leader
Alexis Tsipras believes that the same policy recipe could be used in the rest of Europe’s crisis countries, advocating the creation of a Mediterranean anti-austerity bloc led by France’s ruling Socialists.
These policies have received broad support from the Greek electorate, transforming the
lished centrist parties, the social-democrat PASOK and the conservative New Democracy?
parties, a diverse group of eurocommunists, anti-capitalists, syndicalists and Greens. This diversity
liberties, workers’ rights, ecology, public services, immigration and education, surpassing all other
diversity has allowed them to adapt to the rapidly developing political landscape of the Euro crisis,
again placing it ahead of other groups such as the KKE, which never strays far from its Stalinist line.
the millions of disillusioned left-wing voters. Connected with this shift was the transferral of
of entrenched factionalism. The principal point of internal disagreement is on economic policy,
total change of approach at the highest echelons of European decision-making. Naturally, this
is close to impossible without similar leftist movements acting in solidarity throughout France,
Italy and Spain, a prospect which seems improbable, despite the recent musings from France’s
Socialist Party on their discontent with austerity – which may well turn out to be all talk and no
ism in One Country’, advocating a wholly different strategy once the mnimonio is cancelled.
This faction’s most famous voice is Costas Lapavitsas, an economist at London’s SOAS. He subscribes to the same mainstream analysis of the causes of the crisis as the Troika, namely that Germany is much more competitive than Southern Europe, having held wages low since the Euro was
introduced, while Southern European countries had strong wage growth, making them less comGreek drachma would have depreciated against the Deutschmark, lowering real wages in Greece
relative to Germany. With the Euro, this is not possible, so the Troika advocates cutting wages to
restore Greek competitiveness. Since 2010, however, Lapavitsas has held on to the idea of a Euro
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exit as the best way to make the necessary adjustment in competitiveness (which despite brutal wage
cuts is far from complete). Arguably, three years down the line, going for the exit-scenario is more
panied by a unilateral default on the entirety of the public debt. Quite obviously, these actions repTsipras and his party have been dubbed anachronistic and populists, their policies unrealistic. Ironically, as time passes it is the utter failure of the Troika’s policies that becomes apparent: unemployment is at an all-time high, debt/GDP ratios have yet to peak, the
proving. It is still not clear if the much-touted recovery is on its way, despite the heavily-pubSuch gross economic mismanagement has not been seen in Europe since the fall of the
Berlin Wall, as evidenced by the IMF’s recent ‘mea culpa’, a review of the Greek programme
acknowledging that the ultimate purpose of the rescue programme was to buy time for the
pletely out of touch with the dire reality of the situation. In light of these admissions, it makes
much more sense for Greece to abandon the Euro and the Troika altogether. There would be
nothing in principle to stop it from re-joining at a later date, with different treaties and a devalued exchange rate. In fact, the European Left has been duped by the seemingly benign, interthat Euro membership would become the stick used to ram a catastrophic neoliberal agenda
observers wonder just how radical Tsipras is. Is Neo-Keynesian macroeconomic management his
planning and infringements of civil liberties. Tsipras embraces entrepreneurship as the prime generator of prosperity in the modern world, and he will leave entrepreneurship solidly in the hands
backbone of its vibrant tourism industry. In a speech to Greece’s industry confederation, Tsipras

at the expense of smaller competitors and banks receive large state bailouts – both profoundly
ance concomitantly. Various other measures are in place to achieve this idea of ‘Markets with
a Human Face’: taxing ship-owners, allowing new bankruptcy procedures for heavily indebted
Critics may say that this is just a reform of the neoliberal, free-market policy position, identical to that espoused by social-democratic parties. However, the current neoliberal ‘free-marreshape capitalism as we know it. This distinguishes it from the policies of social democrat-
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ic parties across Europe, which have broadly adhered to a neoliberal agenda whilst increasing public spending – throwing a few more bones off the table for the working class, to put
tion of large corporations and wealthy individuals to consolidate the safety net for the poorest
members of society and improve vocational training in order to reduce youth unemployment.
How would Tsipras make both his ‘Solution for Europe’ and ‘Markets with a Human Face’
and rescue a failed project with impossible means. He should instead accept that joining (and
(dubbed ‘Plan B’) that openly advocates a return to the drachma. Perhaps if Spain and Portugal
follow suit, placing the European Project in an existential crisis, Merkel may listen to his Plan B.
Even if she does not, Euro exit need not be a taboo. Indeed, the fact that many economists say
it will be catastrophic, despite Iceland’s successful experience with devaluation in 2008, suggests a
degree of obliviousness. The ECB could plausibly intervene in foreign exchange markets to prop up
the value of the new Greek drachma. Tourism, already on the upswing this year, would boom after
an initial panic, regaining all the ground lost to cheaper destinations such as Turkey and Croatia.
option for Tsipras, a devout follower of the European project – he would prefer to see his ‘Solarge majority in the upcoming German federal elections. They hope that the SPD would be more
receptive to Tsipras’ ‘Solution for Europe’, or that it would renegotiate the mnimonio and allow
wages to climb in Germany for a few years, making Germany less competitive relative to everyone
analysis of the current political situation in Germany shows that this hope is misplaced. Firstly,

So, with all hope of Tsipras transforming the European project into a progressive force
for building the ‘Europe sociale’ Delors dreamt of, rather than the neoliberal monstrosity it is now, it is clear that any realistic political proposal for Greece must embrace Plan B
take the helm and overthrow austerity alone. Daunting though this may be, Iceland’s experience with default and devaluation should be ample motivation. Should Plan B be successful in
a similar way, Greece could become a shining beacon to the rest of Europe’s crisis countries.
Alexander Breton is studying medicine at Trinity College Oxford
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The power of women’s voices:
the pro-choice movement in Ireland
ÁIne ní mhaInnín

S

avita Halappanavar was 31 years old. Originally from India, she moved to the west of Ireland to be
with her husband, Praveen. On 21st October 2012, she and Praveen arrived at University College
Hospital Galway. Savita was 17 weeks pregnant and suffering from back pain. Told she was miscarfused each time, once given the reason that Ireland was a ‘Catholic country’. Finally, after Savita had
spent 2 ½ days in agony, the foetal heartbeat stopped and the foetus was removed. Savita died on 28
October 2012. Her death was recorded as a result of severe sepsis, E. coli in the bloodstream and a
miscarriage at 17 weeks.
Having returned from Savita’s funeral in India, Praveen recounted her story to the Irish Times. It was
woman to die through refusing her a termination, was receiving global attention. That evening, within
only a few hours of the story being posted, several hundred attended a vigil outside the Dáil (Irish
rallies did not occur in a bubble, but have been the focal point of a change of mood over the last year
or so in relation to a woman’s right to choose. Ireland’s barbaric position came about through the success of anti-choice lobby groups in blurring the distinction between Church and State, resulting in a
Background
The 1861 Offences Against the Person Act prohibited the procurement of a miscarriage within
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. In the 1980s, the anti-choice lobby began to argue
that the legislation allowed for abortion in certain circumstances. Yet not one of the Republic’s major
parties stood up to SPUC (the Society for the Protection of Unborn Children) and their ilk. Instead,
they supported a referendum on a constitutional ban on abortion, which passed with an overwhelming
majority in 1983. The 8th Amendment inserted the ‘right to life of the unborn’ into the Irish constitu-
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bring her to England for a termination, the Attorney General took out an injunction preventing her
from leaving the country. Miss X, as she was known, became suicidal. In the midst of massive protests
for and against, the injunction was appealed to the Supreme Court, which ruled that the 8th Amendment meant an abortion could occur if there was a ‘real and substantial risk’ to the life of the mother.
But no government of any political make-up brought in legislation on the X-case, leaving women and
doctors in a precarious position for over 20 years.
The lack of legislation on the X-case interpretation of the 8th Amendment has resulted in confusion
over when a situation moves from risking the health to risking the life of a woman. It has left doctors
in limbo and women without a full understanding of their rights. There is no recognition of the various reasons a woman might choose an abortion. In one case, a woman pregnant with twins discovered that one had died in the womb while the other had fatal foetal abnormalities. Having travelled to
England for a termination, she took a case to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in 2005.
The woman, known as D, argued that the ban on abortion meant doctors could not properly counsel women on their options. The ECHR declared the case inadmissible because it should have gone
Yet since then, the ECHR has ruled that the situation in Ireland is so unclear as to leave women
unsure if they can access a legal, life-saving operation. This case is referred to as A, B, and C versus
Ireland. A was unmarried, living in poverty, already had four children (all in foster care), and had an
alcohol addiction when she discovered she was pregnant. B became pregnant when the morning-after
pill failed. C became unintentionally pregnant while in remission from cancer. Each planned their
abortion in secrecy: A borrowed money from a lender, B was lent a friend’s credit card so her family
would not know, and C researched the impact of pregnancy on her health online and alone. All the
women suffered complications on their return from Britain, including severe pain, nausea, blood clots,
and infection. In 2010, the ECHR ruled in favour of C, explaining that Ireland’s failure to implement
the existing constitutional right to lawful abortion violated C’s human rights.
The Irish government convened an expert group to determine how to implement the ruling. But by
21st October last year, the report was already overdue. That was the day Savita and Praveen Halappaof a negligence in bringing about X-case legislation: medical staff explained that they refused a lifesaving abortion over the ‘legal position’ and a midwife said that in mentioning the Catholic Church she
National Maternity Hospital announced that if Savita had been given a termination earlier ‘it is highly
likely she would not have died’.
At the end of April 2013 the Fine Gael-Labour coalition announced the heads of the Protection
woman’s right to life, numerous court cases for government to realise the issue would not go away, and
in which a termination may be permitted, the bill creates unbelievable obstacles. In keeping with the
8th Amendment to the constitution, the bill allows for an abortion if the life of a woman is at risk. It
tion (down from life imprisonment in the 1861 Act). If the threat to a woman’s life is based on her
having suicidal thoughts, there will need to be three unanimous consultants to approve the abortion,
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and another three if it is appealed.
This bill is only the smallest of steps to codify the rights a woman is already supposed to have, yet,
within hours of its announcement, Youth Defence were outside the Dáil, Fine Gael backbenchers
were in hysterics, and the bishops were organising vigils and threatening excommunication. Their
fundamentalism and hysteria go a long way in worrying politicians about their seats, and women about
their lives.
Irish women have abortions: between 1980 and 2011, 150000 women gave Irish addresses at abortion clinics in England and Wales. This is a typical rate. It shows that prohibition does not stop women
having abortions – it exports them, it outsources them. If a woman travels to England she cannot access an abortion on the NHS, but must go to a private clinic. Alongside the loneliness of undergoing a
medical procedure in another country, cases such as A, B, and C demonstrate that women who travel
from Ireland miss out on the aftercare which would be provided to a woman resident in Britain.
two rules: one for those who can pay and another for those who can’t. The longer it takes to raise the
money for the abortion the higher the expense. The situation for migrant women is even more complicated as the woman must decide between continuing a pregnancy she does not want or risk travelling
and being refused re-entry to the country.
The response of women to their inability to legally access abortion is shown in the 1,200 packets of
tion kits’ again highlights the economic as well as the legal problems facing women, getting the pills
months of 2013, one clinic met three women facing complications from amateur abortions at home.
of May 2013), Bébhinn Farrell discovered that ‘counsellors believe that restrictions on abortion do not
deter women from seeking abortion, but that the barriers and obstacles in place impact negatively on
women’s emotional response to their experience’. The counsellors believed that ‘any negative feelings
women present with are not usually around the actual abortion, but other issues in their life may relate
to their abortion, such as relationship problems, lack of support, and feelings of being ostracised’. Jan
ings. She explains that ‘usually I didn’t tell people, I had people react very badly, I had people I had been
The ‘Irish solution’ – inaction and refusing to stand up to the likes of SPUC and their reincarnation
Youth Defence – reduces the person who lives in the country and happens to have a womb to the
woman and the foetus, the reaction to Savita’s miscarriage shows that to be a lie. A woman’s heartbeat
ceases to matter once she is pregnant. In effect, her rights slide out of that group of basic human necessities thought of as human rights and become an optional allowance.
The Fightback
Youth Defence and their supporters feed off sexism. They make huge efforts to control the conversation on abortion through vigils outside clinics, occasional rallies heading to the Dáil, and regular
the Life Institute or the Iona Institute. Despite their claims to care for the lives ‘ruined by abortion’,
the aim of Youth Defence is to control how women use their own bodies.
There have always been people confronting Youth Defence. But as interest and organisation has
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found change. In recent years, campaigns have been small and often focused on opposing particular
acts by anti-choice campaigners, such as responding to the ‘Rally for Life’ with a ‘Rally for Real Life’
which promoted family care and abortion services. It is in this light that the activities of the past year
are so exciting.
In the early summer of 2012, notices began to appear on Dublin’s buses, trams, and billboards, and
soon spread across the country. Each showed either a woman or an ultrasound scan torn in half, with
the warning beside reading ‘abortion tears her life apart – there’s always a better answer’. In substance,
they were not a huge departure from Youth Defence’s campaigns of previous years, which had shown
lies, a nerve snapped and the complaints began.
The Advertising Standards Authority declared itself unable to act. But by now the anti-choice occupation of public space was being challenged. Billboards at train stations were improved to read
in newspapers which emphasised the lies being propagated. Through Twitter and Facebook people
could show their contempt for the posters and it was through these means that it was possible to
gather, share, and support the attempts to counter the lies.
During those weeks it was the anti-choice organisations which were, for once, on the back foot. By
attacking the basis of the strangle-hold that the anti-choice side had over the discussion, a space was
cant because, as Bébhinn Farrell discovered, counsellors believe that ‘propaganda is confusing women
of moving forward with their lives’. At the protests, chants such as ‘get your rosaries off my ovaries’
not be impacted by the sheer force of sincerity in the shouts of ‘my body, my choice’ and ‘no more
shame’.
If Youth Defence posters started a movement against stigma then the reportage of the death of
Savita Halappanavar was a movement of frustration and disgust. The speed with which the story
revulsion it provoked. It was the vigilance of those shouting ‘never again’ which forced the women and
men in the Dáil to agree that in the next few months, there would be legislation on the X-case, legisla-

of women speaking out. The importance of groups like Galway Pro-Choice or the Abortion Rights
Campaign is not just that they are a voice to the government or the media, but that they have allowed
for women to come together and speak in their own words about abortion, campaigning, and raising
to people, has made me see there are so many more pro-choice people than I had thought and those
who condemn women like me are a minority, and I stand a little taller now’.
This is not a new political movement, and nor is it a new type of politics, but it is a rejection of the
cruelty and barbarity of isolation and, in the climate of cuts and austerity, that is all the more necessary.
And it’s not restricted to the island of Ireland. The Abortion Support Network was set up in 2010 to
help Irish women access abortion services in Britain. The ASN helps women organise the process –
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assisting with payment, contacting clinics, and providing a source of comfort and support in the midst
of a woman’s isolation from the state and society. In what they do and how that do it, these groups of
women counter the barbarity of Youth Defence.
If these groups of women coming together to make noise about governmental silence and antichoice lies are creating space for the changing of ideas, they are not taking a slow approach or waiting
much longer for other people to change their minds. As the UK’s 1967 Abortion Act was never spread
vate clinic offering abortion (within 9 weeks) opened only in October 2012. But seeing the members
of the Northern Assembly managing to overcome sectarian division long enough to try dragging back
the clock, 100 activists made a statement directly confronting the rumours, hushed tones, and outright
lies. They announced that they had ‘either taken the abortion pill or helped women to procure the
abortion pill in order to cause an abortion here in Northern Ireland’. Following a similar line, activists
in the Republic have started publically handing out details of how to access abortion pills.
the direction of the debate. The Irish response has always clustered around tragedies, but if the campaigns can continue with any strength, then this generation should be the last to walk by a lying poster
the gates of the Dáil shouting ‘never again’.

Áine Ní Mhainnín graduated from the National University of Ireland, Galway with a BA
(International) in 2011. She is now studying for an M.St. in Global and Imperial History at
St. Catherine’s College. She is a member of the Workers Party of Ireland.
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Sociological Portraiture

W

mateo revIllo Imbernon

hat was achieved by the abstract expressionists in New York was certainly important. The social task that this humanist movement assigned itself - marxist for some, like the critic Clement Greenberg - was remarkable indeed, but vastly too vague and etheral to refer to humankind in the
feelings their work conveys - the
tragic, death, loneliness - was lacking the micro-philosophy of
that minimalism and conceptualism introduced during the 1960s and 1970s. The approach to
humankind
successful, but the approach to it here is more critical, more self aware, as it is a stare to
the Other.
the self does not start within being self aware, self conscious, but with one's
own situation. A couple is an intersubjective situation, and a marriage is a social situation.
Let the sculpture have a gender, therefore, a specificity; Male, female, boat, dog or even plant.
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The Bulgarian Revolution? :
Contextualising political apathy
mIrela Ivanova

I

t is perhaps a little surprising that Bulgaria has never had a popular revolution. During the
20th century the country swung between left and right, one extreme to another, and never

to Bulgaria’s interrupted development, comprises the roots of the country’s current problems.
In 500 years, Bulgarians have not once been ruled by governments fought for, and established
by, the mass of the people. Rule by the Ottomans, the San Stefano Peace Treaty of 1878 (which
followed unsuccessful peasant risings in Stara Zagora in September 1875 and the April risings of
1876), the Treaty of Neuilly-sur-Seine in 1919, and the Soviet Union’s invasion and Communist
composition and nature were decided outside Bulgaria itself. In the 19th and early 20th century,
Bulgaria was given a territory drawn up by the Russian, British and Ottoman states. Treated as
historically and culturally irrelevant, Bulgaria’s Austrian monarch, for example, was chosen as the
have had governments corresponding to the current balance of forces of the major world powers.
Alongside this process, however, Bulgarians managed, at certain conjunctures, to construct
the Bulgarian principality was able to integrate the Ottomon region of Eastern Rumelia into
its remit, while Bulgaria’s formal independence from the Ottoman Empire was announced on
the 22 September 1908. During the Balkan Wars at the beginning of the 20th century, the Bulgarian parliament began to move away from traditional Conservative and Liberal politicians, to
those of the Progressive Liberal, National Liberal and Democratic parties. This process gave
birth to delayed governmental institutions, a state bureaucracy, and parliamentary democracy.
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who had suppressed them for 500 years. Bulgaria suffered the most casualties (as a percentage
of heads per population) of any warring nation, despite having already suffered the losses in the
Balkan wars between 1912 and 1913. In March 1919, the Bulgarian delegation to the Treaty of
Neuilly-sur-Seine, were told that none of their delegates were actually invited to the treaty signing conference. The treaty, eventually signed by Aleksander Stamboliiski in November 1919, left
600,000 Bulgarians outside the country’s borders, demanded 2.25billion in reparation payments,
and the transfer of over 58,000 heads of livestock to be paid to Greece and Romania. The Second
World War saw Bulgaria swing from the far right to the far left, ending in the paradoxical position
of its lost territory in 1919 and pressured Boris III to declare war on Britain and America. Given
the country’s complete military impotence beyond the Balkans, the war declared on America
and Britain, led to the uneven contest between American, British, and Bulgarian forces – which
ter his private meeting with Adolf Hitler in which he announced his wish for Bulgaria to leave
the war. Less than a year later, Russia also declared war on Bulgaria and occupied its territories,
garia had, by the end of WW2, been at war with every major world power. The transition to
for a People’s Republic. The Tsar was sent into exile and plebiscite was permanently abolished.
The next 52 years saw Bulgaria undertake rapid industrialisation, while its regular ‘democratic’
elections held only one name on the ballot paper. The man on the ballot, Todor Zhivkov, resigned after 35 years in power in November 1989. By this time, the People’s Republic of Bulgaria
had undertaken the Gorbachev model and was slowly heading towards its own capitalist conversion. Zhivkov’s resignation was met by a short period of mass demonstrations culminating in
the 1990 election of another Socialist government. This Socialist government, however, battled
the economic legacy of the communist republic through the freeing of economic markets. Al-

resigned only two years later, unable to cope with the economic hardships. What followed for the
modern Bulgarian state was a series of alternating centre-left and centre-right governments. This
led to increasingly uncomfortable coalitions and a rather brief cameo appearance in parliament
by the last surviving heir of Boris III, and refugee from the Second World War – Simeon Saxo
Cobugh-Gotha. Simeon was prime minister in a 2001 coalition government whose (undelivered)
premise was an 800 day reform period to restore Bulgaria on the world scene. This essay is not
the place to re-evaluate the overall effect of socialism on the Bulgarian state, its institutions,
and people. Neither is it the place to dispute or defend things like Stamboliiski’s agrarian efforts
prior to the Second World War, the racial superiority policies of Zhivkov’s rule, or to consider
the 1990s economic crisis. What remains important, however, is that the current situation in Bulgaria is considered not in terms of its neighbours, nor its Western counterparts in the European
Union, but in its own right. Bulgaria today must be contextualised before it can be understood.
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2013, after the resignation of GERB – the centre-right leaders – on February 20th 2013 . The fact
that less voters took part in the emergency May elections than those in 2009, however, is not the
product of political apathy. The results of the 2013 elections need to be thoroughly reconsidered.
The four parties which entered parliament were exactly the same as in 2009. The centreright GERB, the Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP), the ethnic minority and civil liberties party of
Movement for Rights and Freedoms (DPS), the far-right and nationalist ATAKA, dominate
ing reading. They suggest not only apathy, but a genuine political ignorance and conservatism.
Given the historical failure of parliamentary governing, however, the elections can say much
about the current Bulgarian political mentalite. The January and February riots and strikes
were a product of long term pressures elevated by a short term crisis. These pressures have
gathered since the restructuring of the Bulgarian economy in the 1990s. The building of new,
tion-free democratic system. This situation is the background to why the workers and students
took to the streets. The elections themselves were carried out at too short a notice for any new
party to rise to the forefront of Bulgarian politics. Thus, working with a limited bag of bad
seeds, there was very little the votes could have done to cause a fundamental change of outcome. Rather than universally sticking to the same party, Bulgarian votes have (in a number of
The May elections saw GERB win the most votes, but fail to gain a workable majority. Given its
recent resignation, GERB was isolated from the other three parties in parliament with no chance of
a coalition. The pressure put on parliament through the strikes produced one of the most ludicrous
parliamentary coalitions known to modern Europe – a government comprised of the socialist BPS,
the nationalist ATACK (on a platform of racial purity and hatred for Turks and Roma minorities),
and the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (the party with the entire ethnic minority vote in
Bulgaria) led by Lyutvi Metsan, a Bulgarian of Turkish heritage. The emergency elections failed to
change the face of the democracy Bulgarians, but succeeded in paralysing the political system further.
-

professionals which Bulgaria has never offered before. One must again consider the limited scope
of parliamentary polarisation in the context of the modern Bulgarian parliament. Bulgarian democracy is still in its adolescence. The elections of May 2013 are but a temporary arrangement
that can grant time for parties like the Greens to build up the funds for a full campaign. The
-
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ics like the BSP, whose shadow over left-wing politics is still a problem for the birth of a new
parties, new faces, and a new politics, traditional parties like the BSP need to be challenged. Rather
than being a failure, however, a contextualisation of the Bulgarian strikes and emergency elections can show that the events of 2013 may only be the beginning of a long term stabilisation.
The 19th and 20th centuries saw Bulgarians as a passive audience to their country’s govlitical apathy is misplaced when without considering the numerous writings and rewritings
of Bulgarian borders by external and superior militarily forces. The concept of democracy is
in 2013 as fresh as it was in 1908. Yet the idea of politics representing the people is considered with just as much anxiety and trepidation. Bulgaria’s political history gives little faith for
those seeking political redemption. It is in this context that we must consider the protests
litical change. From a people disenchanted with parliamentary processes, the strikes, protests,
and the elections, mean more than a simple exercise of democratic rights. It means that the
-
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Living in a world of dreams to come?
Freedom press and the anarchist struggle
olIvIa arIGho-stIles

H

“

ere’s your deliveries - oh and I assume you’ve heard the news, Margaret Thatcher is dead?” Interrupting a conversation at Freedom Press about police violence
during the 1990 poll tax riots, the postman’s announcement possesses a certain poignancy. In a ramshackle building concealed down a gloomy Whitechapel alleyway, the anarchist collective encompasses a bookshop, a social activist centre and publishing house.
matic, Andy Meinke suspects the far right. “No one this time has claimed it. That possibly shows
they’ve got a great deal of sense. In our experience of these things over the years, it doesn’t tend
to come from the major organisations, it tends to come from a few individuals slightly associated
with them. The far right has never given up the concept of street politics or intimidating their

cism been in retreat in broad historical terms but it has always been dangerous. It has always been something that needs to be combated. [Fascists are] working in a fertile environment in that the mainstream media provides them with a huge amount of help... Liberalism
is the middle class when they feel secure, and fascism is the middle class when they’re afraid.”
It would seem broadly true that the ongoing economic crisis is creating a propitious context for
neo-fascism across Britain and Europe, manifesting in the rise of extremist far-right party Golden

Meinke disagrees.”[The term] peels away the disguises of every time they say ‘we’re not fascists but...’

1 mC lEngthy Court CAsE in WhiCh tWo EnvironmEntAl CAmpAignErs WErE suEd by mCdibAkds AftEr ACCusing thE CorporAtion of EnvironmEntAl AbusEs.
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It is something that people understand and it [is] inextricably [linked] with the excesses that we
know the far-right is responsible for. Propaganda terms are useful because they convey ideas.”
With around eighty books in print, Freedom press has mostly recently published the book Beating the Fascists: the Untold Story of Anti-Fascist Action (2010), a collaborative book written
by a cross section of anti-fascist activists, published under the name of Sean Birchall. The book
offers an immensely powerful history of the militant anti-fascist movement from the late 1970s
to the late 1990s. It is a bleak indictment of the mainstream media and the political authorities’
often inconsistent attitude towards fascist street violence. It’s not from a particularly anarchist
viewpoint, it’s more from the view of Anti-Fascist Action, which was a coalition of socialist
and anarchists and some others. We wouldn’t actually politically agree with all the analysis, but
we think it’s an extremely valuable history of something most mainstream publishers wouldn’t
touch for the potential of being sued. We’re not worried about being sued - for one thing
we’ve got no money, and the history of people trying to sue anarchists, if you look at things
like the McLibel trial , it tends to generate us a great deal more publicity than it does us harm.”
But Freedom are under no illusions that that an anarchist revolution is either inevitable or
imminent. Meinke’s outlook is steadfastly rooted in the practical: “One of the dynamics of
revolutionary change is that you need someone on the extreme revolutionary side to move the
cogs up the wheel, to shift the balance of mainstream thought.” Whilst committed to publishing traditional anarchist literature from Peter Kropotkin, Errico Malatesta and Charlotte Wiltemporary political context. “We are not living in the 19th century and anarchists have to come
to terms with the fact that after you got universal suffrage, continuing to act as if you’re run by
As the Franco-Prussian war spawns the commune, and the Russian revolution spawns Soviets,
the model for setting up genuinely democratic forms of society is to be found as people expe-
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rience and change. The past ones seem to be no longer totally applicable because your community has changed from being where you live and the workplace you’re in, to a vast amount of
social networks available to people online. People’s friendship groups are scattered geographiit happened with the SWP attempting to get people not to talk about things online utterly backreally get their heads around the idea that this is the way ideas are going to be communicated.”
Meinke has witnessed several decades of protest. He gestures to a large photo tacked to
all iconic photos, it seems impersonal to the outside observer, despite its patent visual power. “Lorraine Vivien. She got a year in prison for that. Her mum shopped her.”
But with the recent student occupation over privatisation at Sussex University, Meinke
is optimistic about the prospects of student militancy. “I’d been really scared over postMillbank [2010] ... that student activism had collapsed and curtailed. It was really nice to
Yet with the Coalition’s increasingly brutal programme of austerity, one might wonder whether Freedom feel any sense of frustration with the wider left in the drive to foster popular resistance. Recognising the historical divisions between anarchists and Marxists (expelled from
the First International’s Congress in 1872, an anarchist wing set up a counter-congress at a
cafe over the road in Geneva ), it is perhaps unsurprising that Freedom does not consider
itself wholly integrated with the left as a whole. “For the last four years, the left has been
desperately looking for how we understand the economic crisis and how we respond to it.
Anarchism is part of the left but there have been tendencies in the past for anarchists to
2 brighton is thE sitE of An ongoing studEnt protEst AgAinst thE outsourCing of 235 sussEx univErsity CAmpus Jobs,
3 pAul b. smith, ‘bAkunin’s Expulsion from thE first intErnAtionAl’,
4 A sEnior pArty mEmbEr ACCusEd of rApE WAs CrudEly ‘triEd’ by A Jury of his friEnds And CollEAguEs through An intErnAl disputEs CommittEE And WidEr dissEnt WAs pEnAlisEd.
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be very inward-looking. I think that’s less true now and at the same time, a large part of
the traditional British Trotskyist left have been looking at new models of organisation that
have come out of Reclaim The Streets [and] Occupy. A lot of the issues that are coming
up, like the recent crisis in the SWP , affect everyone across the left.” Meinke accepts that
the anarchist wing should not be exempt from criticism.” We shouldn’t gloat, because it’s
something I’ve seen happen the anarchist movement and dealt with really badly - maybe not
in the same sort of ways, but with organisational inertia, very few people being willing to
challenge hierarchies. [I realise] that a huge amount of people in the left just haven’t taken
sexual violence seriously for a long time. That will need to be re-examined in a major way.”
First published in 1886 and edited by Charlotte Wilson and Peter Kropotkin, Freedom
wards making all their books available electronically, Freedom are simply aiming to maintain the paper, whether in print form or electronically. “We had a structural engineer who
we will want to move out of here, somewhere on a street front to get more passing trade.”
Whitechapel, where the bookshop has been located since 1969, has a long history of accommodating political subversives. Fuelled by increased political and anti-Semitic violence in Russia
following the assassination of Tsar Alexander II in 1881, the East End saw a vast wave of Jewish,
socialist and anarchist immigration. Across the road from the Freedom Press building is Altab
Ali park, named after a Bangladeshi man killed by fascists in the 1970s. Nearby, Cable Street
witnessed the famed 1936 confrontation between Oswald Mosley’s Blackshirts, the police and a
broad section of anti-fascist protestors. Meinke is despondent about recent changes taking place
across London. “We are seeing a virtual clear-out of certain areas, as the council is paying people
frightening proportions. The austerity programme has been delayed and is now coming big-time.”
Freedom coexists uneasily with the symbols of the system it has resolved to change. The
“[In the last ten years, activism is] increasingly a much more important part of our work. It’s
a shift in the anarchist movement itself and a shift in the people attracted to Freedom. Until
2002, it was virtually owned by someone who was of a rather liberal bent and that has shifted.
We like to think were involved with ongoing struggles, and anti-fascism is one of those.”
It was Kropotkin who noted, “it is often said that Anarchists live in a world of dreams to
come, and do not see the things which happen today. We do see them only too well, and in
their true colours, and that is what makes us carry the hatchet into the forest of prejudice
that besets us”. Wary of hierarchical organisations, Freedom Press remain committed to
the grass roots struggle for social transformation which roots them in the east London community. Buoyed by international struggles yet steadfastly pragmatic about the slow realities
of change, its ideology and approach retains a kind of practical beauty, premised on human
Olivia Arigho-Stiles is a second year history student at Somerville College, Oxford.
5 pEtEr kropotkin, AnArChism: its philosophy And idEAl (1901)
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The Liberal Consensus and
the Socialist Idea
peter hIll

A

recent Economist (1 June 2013) carried two articles celebrating a revival of
classical liberalism in Britain (‘The strange rebirth of liberal England’, p. 11,
and ‘Generation Boris’, pp. 29-30). The main contention is that liberalism in a general sense – or perhaps a more specific sense of ‘classical’ liberalism – both socially and economically – has become very popular among the young. ‘Young Britons
have turned strikingly liberal, in a classical sense.’ (p. 11) The Economist stretches
the point out a little with rhetoric, tending to suggest that the entire population of
fore likely to vote for Boris Johnson. Yet in many senses I think these articles are correct: there is a sense in which the younger generations favour a set of political ideas,
or at least a style and form of politics, which is both more individualist and socially liberal, and more sceptical about the state, than is the case with older generations.
The Economist articles also offer some explanation of this situation which seems
sound. Whereas older generations continue to benefit more from the welfare state, ‘society has become less generous to [the young]’ (p. 11). The second article makes the
point more explicitly: ‘Just as the construction of the post-war welfare state helps to
explain the collectivist instincts of the old, today’s economic adversity and dwindling
welfare payments appear to be forging a generation of dogged individualists’ (p. 30).
For the feature-writers of the Economist, it appears, this is a positive thing – but we
could take these points still further, while reversing the valuations. If the young tend
to be ‘cynics’ about the welfare state, this may be because of the degradation of the
sion to increasing privatisation and marketisation. If they ‘are relaxed about the growth
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of giant supermarkets’ (p. 11), this may be less out of active principle than from a lack
of any sense of an alternative. Who indeed has been offering one, in mainstream politics,
over the lifetime of the generations born under Thatcher, Major and Blair? Certainly we
choices within a very limited range determined by actual social pressures. The failure may
be less that of the young to choose better politics, than of the left to provide them with
anything to choose. The evidence that the Economist marshals – such as its survey of a
crowd of 17- and 18-year-olds outside a London school at lunch hour – may be read as indicating political apathy among the young at least as much as it demonstrates ‘liberalism’.
What the information presented by the Economist suggests, then, is hardly an actively
liberal, let alone ‘classical liberal’ generation, but one which is likely to accept, somewhat
passively, an liberal and individualist style of politics. In that specific sense the argument is
correct, and important, for it applies not just to the apolitical and disengaged, but across the
spectrum of mainstream politics. The high student votes for the Lib Dems and the Greens
are significant, for these are parties which can be seen as generally ‘progressive’, socially liberal and (especially with the Greens) left-wing, yet which have no associations with the ‘collectivist’ aspects of Labourism. That is, they do not appear to insist on either an omnipresent
state or on those forms of class, trade-union and Labourist loyalty which were often associated with traditional Labour areas. Again, an important part of the invention of New Labour
was the distancing of the Party from these associations: the weakening of the power of the
of politics can certainly be taken as ‘liberal’ in a vague general sense, and they are defining
characteristics of mainstream British politics: less the shape of any one political party than
the mould into which each must be poured, if it is to succeed. In a sense, the two Economist articles make the same point that was made after the death of Margaret Thatcher, albeit
in less provocative language, with references to Mill and Smith rather than Maggie. But the
message is the same: within mainstream British politics, we are all Thatcher’s children now.
More than this, there is a sense in which more thoroughly left-wing or socialist politics, in
order to break into the ‘mainstream’, has had to become more liberal in tone – or perhaps,
only those elements of it which were or could appear liberal have so broken through. An
interesting test case is the avowedly and vocally leftist Socialist Workers’ Party. In the recent
furore around the SWP’s handling of a rape accusation, it was pointed out that the party had
and in anti-fascism. This certainly seems to be true – it was in these two areas that the organisation broke through most obviously into mainstream politics. But the interesting thing
about both these movements is that there is nothing specifically socialist about them: both
pacifism and anti-fascism are liberal and progressive causes which by no means necessarily
imply socialism. It is also worth reflecting, perhaps, on the negative nature of both demands:
contain no positive programme, only a desire for other people to stop doing things, to leave
alised ‘liberal’ set of attitudes among British people, which was represented by the ‘far-left’
or socialist organisations only due to the dereliction of duty on the part of British liberals –
http://mArkstEElinfo.WordprEss.Com/2013/03/13/oh-good-lord-WhAt-hAs-thE-sWp-gonE-And-donE-noW/
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the courage of J. S. Mill and Bertrand Russell replaced by nothing but a chorus of cauNor is this radical-liberal mood confined to Britain. Recent movements of young
people in a range of countries – the the student protests in Britain, the Occupy wave,
the current protests in Turkey – seem to have something of the kind in common.
This is of course a vast spectrum, and it is difficult to generalise. But one prevalent
common feature, the potential unifying factor, seems to be a vaguely defined ‘activist’
radicalism generally opposed to statism, leaders and established organisations of any
individualist kind of politics – derived perhaps indirectly from an anarchist as much
those other, collective identities – class-based, national, religious, even international
– which are certainly real forces. Perhaps this general global ‘activist’ culture is itself
merely a fashionable vogue which has attached itself to a range of differently based
and disparate movements. Yet nothing else seems to have emerged as a plausible common factor: no other ‘international’, even of a shadowy kind, appears to link these
movements – while the various collective identities have remained on a more local
level: this civic or class situation, that sense of national unity. To the extent that these
people have a shared language – and indeed it seems probable that only limited numbers of them do – it is of this kind. At least a sort of general image can be derived
from these movements which is not wholly out of step with the Economist’s projections of a ‘liberal’ Britain – even if here ‘liberalism’ takes on, among the activists, a
much more radical aura. The common mood among young protesters in these different countries may be seen – perhaps too easily – as similar to the mood of 1968, miing if rarely explicitly anarchist, suspicious of the state and organisation in general.
Suspicious too, it might be added, of traditional leftist organisations, seen as tending to authoritarianism, or simply as outdated and irrelevant. And these criticisms may
be in many cases justified. One thinks, in this country, of the autocratic behaviour of

style or even political organisation. It is: what, in all this, has become of the socialist
idea? What has happened to the basic concepts of solidarity, of collective will and action, so often seen as the particular property of the working class and the socialist trawomen and children with oaken bludgeons coming down the street bawling out, “One
and all – one and all”.’2 And that ‘one and all’ implied, for much of the socialist tradition, the need for a total break with capitalism – which had an important corollary: a
mitment it would take to effect a real change. These, it seems to me, are real strengths
2 EdWArd thompson, Writing by CAndlElight, 1980, p. 66
3 sEE, for instAnCE, Anthony ArblAstEr, ‘libErAl vAluEs And soCiAlist vAluEs,’ soCiAlist rEgistEr 9, 1972
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of the older socialist tradition, which the younger ‘activism’ has only imperfectly learned.
For much contemporary political discussion, even among radicals and leftists of a
younger generation, is conducted in basically individualist terms. There is a good deal
there is opposition to big business. But it is more rarely, to my mind, that one finds a
sense of social cohesion and interdependence, of solidarity and collective will. Indeed,
there can often be little which challenges capitalism directly and as such – much of the
attack is often directed against the massive corporations, in terms which suggest that
this is really an extension of an anti-statist argument. The objection seems to be, that
is, to a large organisation controlling our lives, rather than to atomisation and competition: it is (individual) freedom that is demanded, from the controlling corporation, rather than stronger and more egalitarian ties of cooperation and indeed of social control.
There is of course much of great value in the youthful radical consciousness described
picion of authoritarian states, and opposition to corporate capital are excellent things,
as far as they go. But – and this may seem a harsh thing to say, but I think it has to be
said – they do not in fact seem to me to go very far, very often. They may go beyond this
or that point of mainstream liberal politics, but they do not often go beyond the general
consensus of liberal values – as the socialist tradition does or did. It is not so much that
liberal values in a general sense are incompatible with socialist values3 but it often seems
possible, in such an atmosphere, to forget that this other tradition ever existed, or to regard it – as the Economist would doubtless wish – as a mere archaism, a survival from a
primitive age of wage bargaining and working men’s clubs. But there are crucial distinctions to be made here. Doubtless much of the trappings, the rhetoric and time-honoured
practices of traditional leftism, can be seen – and I think rightly – as residual. By this
I do not mean that they are hopelessly outdated but that, while still active and shaping
elements of the present, they are generationally marked and likely to dwindle with the
generations that express them. But can this judgement be extended – as the Economist
means to extend it – to the whole socialist idea? Has this basic principle expressed by
the eighteenth-century miners – ‘one and all’ as opposed to ‘each against each’ – died
along with the mining industry, leaving only a dwindling residue in the form of tiny socialist sects, red and black colour schemes, and a rhetoric of ‘solidarity’? Is the society
tion between races, genders and nationalities – all we can reasonably look forward to?
Certainly the Economist thinks so – and indeed it welcomes the prospect. It argues that
the radicalism of the young is becoming, with each passing generation, more individualist, anti-collectivist, and liberal, seeing its enemy not in capitalism but in ‘Leviathan’,
the idea of an omnipresent state. (p. 29). (Of course socialism, for the Economist, was
merely a particularly dangerous version of this ‘Leviathan’, now thankfully superseded.)
And these Economist articles give us a glimpse of the kind of society which we can now
‘Just as the construction of the post-war welfare state helps to explain the collectivist instincts of the old, today’s economic adversity and dwindling welfare payments appear to
be forging a generation of dogged individualists. Rosina St James, a 22-year-old student
who chairs the British Youth Council... describes a sense that “you’re running against
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the person next to you”. “People in our generation are incredibly competitive with each
other,” she says.’ The article then cites James Tilley: Britain ‘is a materialist society with
most – all things that tend to contribute to a competitive, individualist mindset’ (p. 30).
For this sense of being pushed by ‘economic adversity’ into a sense of ‘running against the
person next to you’, this ‘materialist society’ with its ‘competitive, individualist mindset’
which are apparently approved by the Economist, are things I find alienating on a very
deep level. To me these are not descriptions of a society of principled ‘dogged individualists’, but of an alienated and confused set of social atoms, at the mercy of a system beyond
their control. It is in opposition to this that the socialist idea is still needed. We cannot alreplaced by nothing more substantial than a vaguely anarchising radicalism which submits
to the general liberal consensus. The styles and modes of much older socialist politics are
and renewed for the younger and future generations. The socialist idea must be made to
survive the death of traditional socialist politics – for the alternative is the utopia of the
Economist, in which always ‘running against the person next to you’ is lauded as a virtue.

Peter Hill is studying for a D.Phil in arabic literature at St. John’s College and is an
editor of the Oxford Left Review
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If Everything is Reduced to Information
This World Will Perish
FrederIke kaltheuer
A critical book review of Byung Chul Han’s Transparenzgesellschaft
Matthes and seitz / Berlin, 2012

I. Introduction

N

banner of informational freedom, governments, politicians and NGOs around the

power, newly elected President Obama announced its commitment to “making his administration the most open and transparent in history because “transparency promotes ac-

minutes” as the precondition of all political participation (Piratenpartei Deutschland, 2011).
racy. The more transparent, the more accountable, participatory, and the more democratic an
institution becomes. In the words of the legal Internet scholar Lawrence Lessig (2009): “How
could anyone be against transparency? Its virtues and its utilities seem so crushingly obvious.”
parency. Beyond informational freedom and corruption, Han understands trans1 trAnslAtEd by Author. originAl QuotE: „JEdoCh ist frEiEr zugAng, onlinE WiE AuCh offlinE, zu öffEntliChEn
dAtEn, sitzungsprotokollEn, bEriChtEn, publikAtionEnund vErhAndlungsprotokollEn grundvorAussEtzung für
EinE bEtEiligung durCh
diE EinWohnEr diEsEr stAdt.“
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As a force that homogenises, Han’s transparency society has totalitarian features.
Those familiar with the English-speaking debate will probably associate a rather different work with the term “transparent society”. As early as 1996, the futurist and scithe pre-dot-com era, Brin argues that society is faced with a dichotomous choice. The
of the state and powerful elites. The only alternative to this Orwellian nightmare is reciprocal transparency, where the watchers are being watched and thereby held acstrategy against centralised, one-directional transparency by powerful institutions.
With this essay, I would like to introduce Han’s very different work on transparency to the
transparency and introduce three aspects which seem most relevant to the political discourse
of transparency: Transparency and its relation to capitalism, transparency and trust, as well
as transparency and the subject. In doing so, I will inevitably neglect the rich and substancontribution to the understanding of one of the most pressing phenomena of our time.
II. Transparenzgesellschaft

“a systemic force, which encompasses entire social processes and subjects them to a serious
change.“ In a short essay of 91 pages, Han isolates “transparency” as the unifying paradigm relating prior attempts to characterise contemporary society, such as the information
society, the control society, the accelerating society, and the pornographic society. Notable in this context is his style, which refrains from elaborate argument, but rather asserts.
It is important to note that Han employs a very particular conception of transparency,
which at times contradicts the common understanding of the term. In its everyday use,
transparency has a strong connotation of truth attached to it. Transparency is “a state in
which we experience things, ourselves and other people as they really are, in which appearance corresponds to reality” (Marks 2001, p. 623, emphasis added). Han, by contrast, understands transparency primarily as radical exposure. Even though transparency may act as disnot uncover the true reality of things, but exposed objects and subjects appear in a very
particular way. The difference between uncovering and exposure might become apparent in
Han’s distinction between pornography and eroticism. The pornographic body is exposed,
exhibited and obscene. The erotic plays with concealment, ambiguity and ambivalence. But
can we say that we experience the exposed body as it really is? For Han, radical exposure
makes us experience a body in a particular way (here pornographic), but exposure does not
uncover an underlying reality. Quite the contrary, the pornographic is deprived of the erotic.
Transparency and capitalism
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Based on this particular understanding of transparency, Han establishes two relationships
between transparency and capitalism. On the individual level, Han is especially concerned
about online social networks where subjects engage in voluntary and cheerful self-exposure. Exposure becomes a systemic coercion because in the exhibition society, everything
must be exhibited in order to exist. In that context, Han refers to Walter Benjamin’s and
change value. The sole purpose of the “exhibition value” is to generate attention. In what
Han calls an exhibition society, “every subject is it’s own advertisement object” (Han,
itself serves the capitalist economy. Entire business models in the digital economy rely
on the historically unprecedented accumulation of (personal) data. The more we share
about ourselves and the more we communicate, the more data we generate. In the digiTransparency also relates to capitalism on a more systemic level. Han argues that transparency does not only expose, but that it also homogenises. This claim might seem counterwith reference to light, which illuminates and thereby discerns what had previously occurred under the cover of darkness. The Sunlight Foundation, for instance, is a prominent
transparency advocacy group in the US. For Han this metaphor is misleading. Transparency does not enlighten but makes translucent. Transparency should not be understood as
light, but as a lightless radiation. If everything becomes transparent it also becomes plain
and unambiguous. By making things translucent, transparency produces sameness. In this
context, Han’s rather peculiar use of the concepts “positivity” and “negativity” is important
and should not be confused with a value judgement. Transparent things are deprived of all
“negativity”, that is ambiguity, uncertainty and abstruseness. For Han, suffering, resistance
or otherness is inherently “negative”. A society, which is deprived of all “negativity” becomes a “positive society”. By eliminating the unfamiliar and other, the “positive society”
stabilises and accelerates the political and economic system. At the same time, transparent,
Transparency and trust
The relationship between politics and transparency is shaped by trust and communicaincreasing trust. In an open government people initiative in the German state of Hamburg,
for instance, people campaigned with the slogan “transparency creates trust” (“Transparency and trust (see, for instance, Luhman, 1989). According to this rationale, transparency does not create trust it abolishes trust. Trust can only emerge in a condition between
Rather than democratising, increasing transparency in politics creates distrust. Conversely, transparency becomes a societal imperative if the public’s moral foundation is brittle.
Han argues that trust only becomes a necessity in large and complex societies, precisely because complete knowledge is impossible. As a homogenising force, transparen-
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cy is not only incapable of creating knowledge but is also unable to reduce complexity.
The more information is liberated, the more confusing the world becomes. As a result,
the transparent society has replaced trust with control. Proponents of radical transparency like Brin maintain that reciprocal transparency is a desirable alternative to centralised
forms of control. For Han, radical transparency has lead to a much more insidious version of Bentham’s Panopticon. Precisely because there is no centralised source of control,
“the inhabitants of the digital Panopticon think of themselves as free” (Han, 2012, p.
76, translation by author). The imperative of transparency eliminates any safe haven for
the individual. It is in this sense that Han understands transparency as an act of violence.
Transparency and the subject
ject. His main point is that non-transparency is a valuable and intrinsically human characteristic. From a Freudian perspective, the very idea that the subject can be transparent
to herself is a phantasy. Only a machine is transparent and only two machines can communicate with each other in a transparent way. In this context, Han makes an important
distinction between addition and narration. The human memory is distinct from computational data storage or memory. Human memory is historical and thus constantly restructured and rewritten. Stored data, however, does not change. It is merely added to existing
data and therefore more transparent than human memory. Processes that rely on addition
can be accelerated and narrative processes, such as a ritual or a ceremony cannot be acconcealment make human communication dangerous, but also constitute its humanness.
A chess game between two players who are transparent to each other would not only be
incredibly boring but also deprive the activity of its gamely character. Secrecy is constitutive
of the joy of playing chess, regardless of the fact that non-transparent communication is inHan is not in principle opposed to the use of transparency as a means to create accountability,
but criticises a society in which transparency has assumed a central role. A society that is afraid
society. In the words of Han: If everything is reduced to information, this world will perish.

Han is a cultural pessimist. Not merely is his vision of the transparency society particularly bleak, but his totalising theory offers little escape or hope. This is probably
topicon. There is no exteriority. It becomes total.” (Han, 2012, p. 81, translated by au-

2 byung Chul hAn At A lECturE At univErsität dEr künstE bErlin, 2012, trAnslAtEd by thE Author
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tioned goodness of transparency and its supposedly self-evident relationship to government
accountability as early as 2009. Attempts to liberate all data form part of what Lessig (2009)
calls the “naked transparency movement”. Fuelled by the unprecedented technological possibility to collect, store and distribute data, the “transparency movement” assumes that more
data enables the public to understand government conduct to better (or at least differently).
Comparable to Han, Lessig maintains that some form of transparency has the potenpositive value of transparency, Lessig (2009) raises three concerns: True ‘transparency’ can
only realise its proclaimed potential if (a) it uncovers information that is in fact useful to
tion is “liberated” in the right format, (c) an audience needs to comprehend and act upon

is given to the understanding of meaning, transparency can result in systematic confusion.
Lessig’s important contribution to the transparency discourse is admittedly very different
from Han’s philosophical essay, yet it highlights an important contribution made by Han.
While Han’s analysis is bleak and totalising, the all-encompassing nature of his conception of
ernment transparency, surveillance and privacy invasions. Even the most critical accounts of
transparency, such as Lessig’s, have been careful to distinguish between discourses of transparency and discourses of surveillance and privacy invasion. This distinction is probably
most visible in the hacker ethics of the German “Chaos Computer Club”: Liberate public
several parts of this essay, Han (2011) does not deny the positive value of some transparency
such as “information wants to be free”, however, form part of a systemic force. For Han,
calls for transparency in politics and the ever-increasing exposure of (personal) data are part
possible to oppose online surveillance and welcome increasing openness at the same time.
One cannot expect a philosophical essay to work out the precise implications of Han’s admittedly bold proposition. A critical response to his would point out that increasing publicity
for an elaborate discussion of the political potential of publicity (see for instance Papacharissi,
2010). Nonetheless, it should be apparentthat the very complex relationship between capitalism
arises whether online space is in fact as homogenised and uniform as Han envisions. Is it impossible to escape the logic of exposition value and is every contribution inherently exploitation?
Regardless of these concerns, Han should be credited for making a philosophical contribution to the current fetishisation of transparency and information. Scholars such as Lessig (2009) have emphasised two points: First of all, true transparency
can only be reached under particular conditions. Secondly, transparency is not inherently desirable or valuable but can in fact, transparency be harmful. Han highlights yet an-
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other limit of transparency and information: Life itself, the essence of humanness canhuman communication and also politics is inherently non-transparent. If everything is reduced to information, a very valuable part of this world will in fact perish.
Frederike Kaltheuner is a graduate student at the Oxford Internet Institute and has a background in Philosophy and Politics
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Play and the Good Life
sean scoltock

Y

ou’re just playing around. The rebuke is heard often enough. Play, in our culture, is thought to be

we work as much as we do? Isn’t play just as important, if not more so?
Play for children does not lack champions. Recent proposed educational reforms have met with
complaints from parents and teachers that longer school days and shorter holidays would threaten
that essential component of a happy childhood. There is a thriving Right to Play movement – it reConvention, which “recognise[s] the right of the child…to engage in play and recreational activities”.
Nostalgica such as The Dangerous Book for Boys are safe bets for publishers. Academic Journals
of Play – International, American, and British – proliferate, accumulating evidence in support of the
cause.
But the phrase ‘a playful adult’ has something oxymoronic about it. Play is on occasion derided:
David Cameron’s penchant for the ‘Angry Birds’ game app has ensured its position as a recurrent
life?
From this thought, an entire research programme has sprouted over the past two decades. As Stuart Brown, a prominent psychiatrist, explains in his bestseller Play, adults need play to exercise core
cognitive abilities such as problem-solving, managing social situations, and adopting accurate expectations. Far from a frivolous luxury, Brown argues, play is an indispensable feature of a healthy adult
life. And the message is spreading: his TEDx talk has had over half a million views.
Play is useful, then, for adults as well as children. And accordingly, academia at large has progressively broadened its conception of play over the past few years. But is this the right way to look at it,
any particular reason at all. Indeed, inducing a child to play by promising rewards would most likely
undermine its very purpose. Play seems to lose some of its appeal once it becomes merely a means
to an end.
We should play, but we shouldn’t play for a reason – or, perhaps, we shouldn’t justify playing to
1 http://WWW.tEd.Com/tAlks/stuArt_broWn_sAys_plAy_is_morE_thAn_fun_it_s_vitAl.html
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Miami – one of a growing band of philosophers entering the debate. Self-consciously striking a
discordant note with the prevailing American ethos, he offers, in his book Running With the Pack,
own sake – and urges more of the latter.
Meeting student interviewers also falls within the remit, apparently. As this year’s Writer-In-Residence at the Oxford Literary Festival, Rowlands relays over a drink in The White Horse that he formerly read for DPhil in Philosophy at Oxford. He goes on to explain the thrust of his book: “We get
intrinsic value from those activities which we do for their own sake. Play is something else. Running,
for example: I run simply to run”. We should strive to live a life full of play, as “work is not inherently
ennobling at all: to work when you do not have to is stupid rather than ennobling…nothing good
comes of work”. As a philosopher and a writer, Rowlands is to some degree living his philosophy. He
things you do for their own sake. And, when I’m writing, there’s nothing else I’d rather be doing”.
panies strive to provide play in the work environment: Google, famously. But, of course, not everyone can work for Google (at the time of writing). Most have to put up with the antithesis of a ludic
pursuit. Rowlands admits that “it’s unfortunate that the world is set up in this way: not everyone can
play”. As another philosopher engaged in the debate, Alisdair MacIntyre, has said, in our modern
society “work…has been expelled from the realm of practices with goods internal to themselves”.
as that which is only instrumentally valuable.
He demurs, though - value can be found even in the dullest of occupations: “when we don’t play,
what can make it worthwhile is the intrinsically valuing of other people. We work to support the
people we love…It’s unfortunate that we can’t obtain [material goods] through the push of a button. That’s why we have to work. But to do so is to recognise intrinsic value in the other place that it
lies”. However, even if one is in position to seek playful work, the prospects are inauspicious. With
even academics are suffering: recent studies have shown that the changing status of higher education
– especially that of the Humanities – means that academia is no longer as Jürgen Enders, Director of
the Centre for Higher Education Policy Studies, puts it, “characterised by contentment and serenity”.
might be precisely that which Rowlands avers: the more academia is seen as a job, rather than as a vocation, the lower the average job satisfaction. And, regardless, the adoptive Miamian bucks the trend:
The debate over play can appear under a different guise, one more prominent in contemporary political discourse: namely, the ‘work-life balance’. The ratio on the Continent – more heavily weighted
in favour of ‘life’ – has been both advocated as a model to emulate and blamed for the economic
troubles of Greece and Spain. Changing how we measure prosperity to take leisure time into account
– from Gross Domestic Product to Gross National Happiness – is a cause célèbre amongst politicians and academics alike, and policy is shaped accordingly: the Department for Business, Innovation
and Skills now conducts annual Work-Life Balance Employee Surveys.
Perhaps, though, one important lesson to be taken from the recent academic debates over play is
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that the focus of policy debates should not be solely on the ‘work-life balance’. Work can be playful
an example of Stuart Brown’s, staring at a computer screen is far less rewarding than kicking a ball
around in the park.
Those who study play as an activity might highlight a defect in Rowlands’s account. Play, in the
in, for instance, running.
But perhaps we should understand Rowlands as gesturing towards a deeper point: namely, that play
job was at the University of Alabama, where he confesses that he spent his time trying to prolong
his youth – much of it drinking with the rugby team. He was playing, but “there was a growing sense
that whatever I was doing I had been doing a bit too long. I decided that that I should get down and
play are to be enjoyed: the all-too-public travails of those in our society – footballers, singers, models
– who do spend their time just ‘playing’ shows that play is not worth much without work alongside.
Grow up. Get a job. Do some work. Certainly, all three - but there’s a growing consensus that play
pursued in a certain fashion, play might even be partly constitutive of a meaningful life. Whether by
working less, working differently, or simply better spending the time not working, there is much to
be said for a ludic shift in the modern life. Let’s hope, then, to hear more often, and not as a rebuke,
the phrase: you’re just playing around.

Sean Scoltock is studying for a BPhil in Philosophy at Worcester College, Oxford
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“ Work, Americanism and Rationalisation in
Gramsci’s Prison Notebooks”
robert Jackson

Introduction

A

ntonio Gramsci was a revolutionary active in the class struggles in Italy following the
First World War known as the Biennio Rosso (the two red years, 1919-20). He was later
imprisoned by Mussolini from 1926 until shortly before his death in 1937, during which time
Gramsci produced a series of notebooks (comprising over 3000 pages) that were later smuggled out of prison. Today Gramsci’s thought is widely studied across numerous disciplines
from international relations to political philosophy to cultural studies. In this short article,
on Notebooks, and will suggest that his attitude towards the rationalisation of work prooped by other thinkers in the revolutionary Marxist tradition (most notably Georg Lukács).
Motivated by the growing strength of American capitalism in the early 20th century, Gramsci
sought to investigate the relationship between the modern, rationalised forms of work and ‘sciand the character of American culture. Gramsci could see in the rationalisation of work – despite its coercive implementation under capitalism – a potential realisation of a higher standard of living for the majority in society. This positive assessment would seem to put Gramsci
at odds not only with Max Weber’s conception of rationalisation as an inescapable ‘iron cage’,
1 A vErsion of this ArtiClE WAs prEsEntEd At thE AmEriCAn Work symposium (mAy 2013) At thE rothErmErE AmEriCAn institutE in oxford. thAnks to thE pArtiCipAnts Who mAdE vEry usEful CommEnts on thE pApEr.
2 thE rAngE of grAmsCi sCholArship in vArious fiElds is too vAst to survEy hErE, but somE notAblE rECEnt Works inCludE
pEtEr thomAs, thE grAmsCiAn momEnt (ChiCAgo: hAymArkEt, 2009); morton, A unrAvElling grAmsCi (london: pluto,
2007); ivEs, p lAnguAgE And hEgEmony in grAmsCi (london: pluto, 2004); krätkE, m “Antonio grAmsCi’s Contribution to A
CritiCAl EConomiCs” historiCAl mAtEriAlism vol. 19:3 (2011), pp.63-105.
3 grAmsCi, Antonio sElECtions from thE prison notEbooks Ed. And trAns. hoArE, Quintin And noWEllsmith, gEoffrEy
(london: lAWrEnCE And WishArt, 1971) – hEnCEforth rEfErEnCEd in thE tExt As [spn, p.pAgE].
4 oxford English diCtionAry, 2nd Edition – s.v. “AmEriCAnism”
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of capitalist rationalisation, such as Georg Lukács and Theodor Adorno. I will suggest that unnomenon of the rationalisation of work is vitally necessary to developing a coherent Marxist account of this phenomenon, while at the same time remaining a useful tool for theorising the
relationship between conditions within capitalism, and the possibilities of transcending them.
America and Europe
liar to or characteristic of the United States”. For Gramsci, Americanism was a historical phenomenon of primary importance not only for America itself. Despite his incarceration, he was an astute observer of attempts to introduce aspects of Americanism and
Fordism into Europe. Indeed Gramsci’s investigations begin with an analysis of the impact
Gramsci characterises the essence of American culture as not yet having emerged from what he calls
an “economic-corporate” phase through which European culture passed in the Middle Ages [SPN,
created a group of “great intellectuals” to lead civil society [SPN, p.272]. However he also argues that,
By this he means the problem of a “passive sedimentation” left by European history in the form of
“civil-service personnel and intellectuals, of clergy and landowners, piratical commerce, and the professional … army” [SPN, p.281]. These parasitic classes, he argues, lack an essential function in the
world of production, and therefore put up an “intellectual” and “moral” resistance to the introduction
of Fordism in Europe, which therefore tends to involve extreme coercion and take place in “brutal and
insidious forms”, such as the expansion of the corporate economy in Italy under fascism [SPN, p.281].
the introduction of “ultra-modern forms of production” and working methods associated with Americanism [SPN, p.280]. This preliminary condition of Americanism – a “rational demographic composition” – is invisible within America, he argues, because it exists
there “naturally” [SPN, p.281]. By contrast, the societies of Europe would like to introduce
whilst retaining these parasitical elements that consume surplus value within their societies.
A New Historical Phase?
ism and Taylorism constituted either a new historical phase, or a temporary conjuncture of events.
alised work processes with Americanism as self-evident, it is necessary to comment on this. Recently
5 EsCh, E And roEdigEr, d “onE symptom of originAlity: rACE And thE mAnAgEmEnt of lAbour in thE history of thE
unitEd stAtEs” historiCAl mAtEriAlism vol. 17:4 (2009), pp.3-43 – thE ConsEQuEnCEs of this ArgumEnt should bE studiEd
ElsEWhErE.
6 thE importAnCE of grAmsCi As An EConomiC thinkEr hAs bEEn uphEld rECEntly by miChAEl krätkE And pEtEr thomAs,
AgAinst A Commonly-hEld viEW to thE ContrAry – (krätkE “Antonio grAmsCi’s Contribution to A CritiCAl EConomiCs” historiCAl mAtEriAlism vol. 19:3, pp.63-105 And thomAs thE grAmsCiAn momEnt, p.347).
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labour-systems in the United States under slavery that allowed the development of particular concan enterprise to be very important. Like many of his contemporaries, Gramsci is interested
ised production-line methods to socialist relations of production. The full-scale introduction
of Americanism to Italy represents, for Gramsci, the high point of capitalist development,
and the potential abolition of the last residues of feudalism. He saw Fordism as the ultimate
stage in successive attempts by capitalist industry to overcome what classical Marxists refer
Gramsci investigates whether the development of Americanism can be characterised either as
century, excluding the active participation of the popular classes, which he describes as a ‘passive revolution’, or as a process of the “molecular accumulation of elements” leading to an explosive upheaval on the pattern of the French revolution [SPN, p.280]. As Alex Callinicos has
argued – in relating the various forms of bourgeois political modernity to the concept of ‘pasthat Gramsci’s steers closest to the terrain of Weber’s conception of the ‘iron cage’ of rationality.
High Wages and the Instability of Americanism
Gramsci, this process of rationalisation has “determined the need to elaborate a new type of
man suited to the new type of work and productive process” [SPN, p.286]. This elaboration,
he suggests, is still in its initial and “(apparently) idyllic phase”, which he describes as the stage
of “psycho-physical adaptation” to a new industrial structure, one which is aimed at through
the introduction of high wages [SPN, p.286]. Gramsci claims that the ideology of high wages
associated with Fordism is a “phenomenon derived from the objective necessity of modern industry at a certain stage of its development” [SPN, p.311]. It illustrates the potentially transitory
nature of Americanism, and an inherent instability associated with the new methods of work.
Once these new production methods have been “generalised and diffused” and a new type of worker created, says Gramsci, rising unemployment restricts excessive “turnover” and the phenomenon
of high wages begins to disappear [SPN, p.310]. At the international level, American high-wage
industry is able to exploit a monopoly granted by its initiative with these new methods, but this is

New Industrialism and Cultural Policy

7 sEE CAlliniCos, A “thE limits of pAssivE rEvolution” CApitAl And ClAss vol. 34(3) (2010), pp.491-507
8 WEbEr, m thE protEstAnt EthiC And thE spirit of CApitAlism trAns. pArsons, t (london: routlEdgE, 2001), p.123
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narrow economic terrain, but exists also through the direction of cultural policy. By analysing changes of cultural policy, such as the prohibition of alcohol and the regulation of
sexuality, as well as economic developments, Gramsci’s writings display a particular sensitivity to the relationship between culture and work. In this sense, Gramsci thought that prohibition was a necessary condition for the project of developing a ‘new type of worker’
suitable to the new industry of Fordism. It would be a mistake, Gramsci says, to laugh at
these attempts to regulate morality as being of a purely ‘puritanical’ form. Such a view, he
thought, overlooks the objective importance of the American phenomenon, as “the biggest collective effort to date to create, with unprecedented speed, and with a consciousness of purpose unmatched in history, a new type of worker and of man” [SPN, p.302].
Similarly, Gramsci thought that attempts by industrialists to regulate and rationalise sexual
instincts were also part of this project to create a ‘new type of man’. In particular, it seemed
the “timed movements of productive motions” [SPN, p.305]. Gramsci analysed what he saw
notion of reproductive function and the notion of sex as ‘sport’ [SPN, p.295]. Sexual instincts,
Gramsci argued, were those that have undergone the “greatest degree of repression from
“fundamental and autonomous aspect” over and above the economic level. This gives rise
to what Gramsci describes as complex problems of a “superstructural” order [SPN, p.295].
Gramsci, Lukács and Rationalisation

connection to the creation of socialism. For Gramsci, the working class is neither opposed to
tive and culturally repressive forms. He puts forward the concept of an “integral rationalisation”, although there is some ambiguity whether this coincides with his project for the creation of a socialist society [SPN, p.315]. There are clear dangers associated with transposing
concepts between different historical situations, particularly with mapping structures from the
transition to capitalism onto the processes by which a transition to socialism might be possible.
This was demonstrated by the brutal measures of rationalisation that were being implemented in Rusdue to his imprisonment. Gramsci’s commitment to the development of the autonomy of working
socialism, despite his later theoretical appropriation by political parties associated with Stalinism.
In contrast to Gramsci’s apparently positive conception of rationalisation, thinkers such
9 it is notAblE thAt grAmsCi doEs not dEvElop A sustAinEd AnAlysis of Commodity fEtishism Within thE prison notEbooks,
Although it Could bE ArguEd thAt his mEthod of Working on Common sEnsE ConCEpts to gEnErAtE A CohErEnt And CritiCAl
World-viEW plAys A dE-fEtishising funCtion in

grAmsCi’s thought.
10 drAWing on A ConCEpt from ClAssiCAl gErmAn philosophy, lukÁCs dEsCribEs thE prolEtAriAt As thE “idEntiCAl subJECtobJECt of history” – lukÁCs, g history And ClAss ConsCiousnEss (london: mErlin, 1971), p.149
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on the basis of Marx’s analysis of the fetishism of commodities. Lukács’s theory of reiing principle of forms of consciousness in capitalist society. For Lukács, the penetrasubject capable of drawing the totality of this system within the ambit of its power.
Gramsci and Lukács both propose proletarian revolution as a totalising project, although
the concept of totality enters their conceptions in very different ways. Lukács’s concept of
open to the accusation that the working class becomes the agent of revolution by a meshow class power is institutionalised in the various aspects of civil and political society. In
his conception of ‘contradictory consciousness’, he is particularly attentive to the fact that
workers are both formed within capitalist society and capable of founding society anew.
We have seen above how Gramsci offers a concrete analysis of the attempts by American industrialists to create a ‘new type of man’. This attention to the conscious construction of a new
project is characteristic of Gramsci’s approach to the development of new institutions of working-class power. Gramsci’s great strength is to seek the concrete expression of the development
of the autonomy of subaltern forces in every social institution: cultural, political and economic.
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the mass, give weigt to time”
amy WIlson

S

focuses on breaking open these circuits. My work therefore does not aim to feed systems of

with a participation in ‘ways of being and seeing’ that offers engagement with the dynamic energies
found in embodied social interactions.
In a world where contemporary ways of being continue to take the form of our modern brutalition of mass communication, to matter-communication. Mass given new form, acting as a counter
weight to dominant systems of power and communication.
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“Why do Lovers Break Each Other’s
Hearts” (1972)
davId WIdGery

S

“

Time alters. A gasp lasts an hour, a night separates into heaps of minutes, a conversation from bar

have, hands ricochet. Eyes kindle and melt in a world of constantly altering surfaces. Love offers a glimpse
of the most intimate communication that we have experienced. Everything that’s said about love is true,
except the happy ending.
To love under capitalism has an especially bitter intensity. It is to repossess feelings to which we have
become foreign. Emotions without rules or prices or power attached to them. In love’s bed, mutual subjectivity allows absolute altruism. The precious is given without price, the delight lies in delighting another.
We recover that which we have been taught to withhold or avoid or simply have had shaken out of us by
through the swirls of harbour water to the stone and become entranced by the dart and hover of storm
clouds. Sexual love cannot be hoarded, accumulated or displayed. Neither moth nor rust can corrupt it.
In general, the individualism so avidly developed in us by the capitalist system is for external application.
cess. If we are going to ‘get somewhere’ and ‘make something of ourselves’, education, not experience
should be our guide. The adverts school us, the slogans batter us down. Get without giving. Take what
you can. Look after No. 1. ‘The less you are, the less you express your life, the more you have, the greater
is your alienated life and the greater is the saving of your alienated being’, wrote Marx. But even the bour-

It is not hard to see why such an unruly state of mind has to be strictly rationed and kept controlled with
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commerce, it should only occur once in life, its emotions must be surrounded with regulations, icing
sugar and lace, and made as well-behaved as possible. It would be easier if it didn’t exist, this love, and
men, is made palatable by bouts of ‘sexy’ sexuality which must be purchased or forced rather than
discovered. Sex itself must be turned into work, with its own rules and games. It is forced back into
the black sack of marriage, a contract to feel in a matter whose very essence lies in its voluntary nature.

of trade, marriage and scholarship, put it. Love is buried by love’s forms and sexual love becomes an
acted insincerity …
The echoing sense and unbroken subjectivity are made silly and impossible to sustain, for such
privilege for the rich. The rest of us are left to read about the affairs of ballet dancers and the loves of
princesses. Ordinary love is locked up in its own company, given guards called Jealousy and Fidelity,
the subject of the division of labour. The man is the human being who has to be kept fuelled and
love has become. The labour of love becomes just another labour.
word that turns suddenly into a slap, a trap, a threat. ‘Do you love your mummy?’ means ‘reward me
for your dependence.’ ‘Mother knifed baby to prove she loved it’, says a local paper. Love becomes
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love is close to pain becomes cruelly true, the intensity of violence replaces the gentleness of love. Not
of love.
Violence is the occupational disease of a wife. Men who would never harm their dog beat their
spouses regularly. But the slow death of love is a different sort of pain, full of guilt and dread and excontriving to be lovely-to-come-home-to is apt to produce a mawkish and sickly romanticism, no use
to anyone. The evidence of loveless marriage lies concealed and unrecorded in doorstep grumbles and
corner shop intimacies and smoothed-over-rows in public bars, to be kept from the outside world if it
can be…
the sexes and turns a particular pair of lovers into sparring partners are not the most important crimes
of a system which can starve whole continents and destroy and make ugly entire cities. But it is one
of the saddest. Feelings which have regulated life itself are relegated to a mere memory. A glimpse of
something which has become a taunt. Once mixed up with marriage and corrupted with cash, love is
the wedding cake while relatives make bitter jokes behind their backs and hire purchase agents lick their
the original sweatshop where production and repair and reproduction are carried out by an unsafe, unpaid and under-appreciated women workforce. For the state is it cheap at the price. How much easier
than spending on good public transport or comprehensive group care for young children or community centres and restaurants which provided much better and cheaper food and entertainment than the
And then sits in front of the TV to watch still more invented happy families serving out their Shreddies.
The family provides certain certainties and keeps us all well wadded with stupidities. If it is breaking
the facilities to make them work, not trying to force the broken pieces back together again.”
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